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- INTRODUCTION.

~
It is a we'Ilknown fact that in the fish family of the Pomacentridae, which

_counts so many representatives on the coral reefs of the Indo-Australian Ar
chipelago, several species, all belonging to the closely allied genera Amphiprion
and Premnas, live together with large sea-anemones, especially those of the 

genus Stoichactis. About the real nature of this association, however, very little
is known and the propagation of these fishes has as little been studied as that of

•the other fishes inhabiting these wonderful reefs. The only paper dealing with

the, associatibn in somewhat mO.fe detail is ,that of SWITER, to which I shall
refer more than once.

The observations given "here were paptly carried out on the coral reefs of

Batavia Bay, especially on those in the Western half, round the islands of On

rust, Schiedam, Haarlem and Room. For a large part, however, they were made
in the Onrust Aquarium of the Laboratory for Marine Investigations. This

aquarium, built in 1928, offers unique opportunities for studying the reef fauna;

it is fed by water pumped up from above the reef, receives full sunlight, and the
contents of the tanks are pieces of sea bottom themselves in which anemones,

gastropods, -fishes, etc., propagate as under natural circumstances. The obser

vations covered a period of two years: part of 1928, 1929 and part of 1930 .

. My most hearty thanks in connection with this work are due to Mrs. and
Mr. STEINFURTH,medical officer and administrator to the Quarantaine Station

Onrust-Kuiper, who not only made my stay on the island most agreeable,

but also assisted largely in the work during the months of the investigations.
I further wish to express my feelings of gratitude to the authorities of the

Medical Service, Batavia, whose kindness made it possible for me to stay

on this quarantaine island during the periods in which the station was not used.

I also hope to owe many thanks to Prof. F]1RDlNANDPAX, Breslau, Germany 1),
who kindly will identify ,the anemones for me and help me in understanding the

') As I have not yet received tJhe result 'of ,Prof. PAX' exarnimition of the
anemones I provisionally indicate the different species by figures. The names will
follow in a: special note.
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synonymy of the species mentioned in literature. Lastly I thank Prof. DELSMAN
and Dr. BOSCHMAfor their remarks on the contents and retiaction of this I>aper.

It will be seen from the chart that Onrust is lying close near. the mangrove

coast of .Java, which grows seaward year by year, and for that reason is sur
rounded by water quite rich in siLt. In fact, on windy days this water may be
so muddy, that one cannot see the' corals in water of one metre depth. The

.water round Haarlem, on ,the other hand, is much clearer, so that we find on..
that island several animal forms which are laQking at the. Onrust rer-f:
Acanthaster echinites, Stichopus, anemone 2 and 4, a green Comatula, and
some others. For the 'sake of comparison I shall now and then refer to the
reefs of Edam, Dapur and other islands. Of these Edam, though geographically..
it may be reckoned to belong to the Bay, in reality show~ so many affinities
to the Thousand Islands proper, t hat w ef eel jus t if i e din t rea tin g
it! san is 1and 1y i n g 0 u t sid e the Bay 0 f Bat a.y i a. Dapur, a
small island with a magnificent reef, lies about six miles north of Haarlem,
quite oUJtsidethe Bay and its rich reef may be mentioned as a typical example
of a :Thousand Islands reef. Its wealth of anemones is extraordinary.

After the work for this study had bee'h finished, our laboratory bought, with

other instruments, the diving helmet of the Netherlands OceanographiGalEx
pedition to the Moluccas under the leadership of VAN RIEL (zoologist Dr.
H. BOSCHMA).This helmet, as was to be expected, brought to light much, we had·
not dreamt of. In connection with the work on damselfishes it is intocesting that,
whereas some animals, for instance anemone 2: Amphiprion polymnus, a green
Comatula, enter the Western half of the Bay to Haarlem only; as far as the
shallower water -- up to 3 m at low tide - is concerned, these animals' approach
the coast nearer in deeper water, so that at Hoorn below 3 metres they a·re quite
common. This confirms my remarks on page 309 (small type), where I say that
the quantity of silt .at one and the same reef decreases with increasing depth of
the water. - I have tried to add these observations made with the diving helmet
as far as possihle. As, however, it was too late to alter too much, I wish to remark
that a fairly large nUII1,berof observations was available. At 0 n e and the

same reef several cl~ar water species can live or even
thrive in deeper water when they cannot live nearer the
sur f ace the r e.

SHORTSUMMARYOFTHELIFE HISTORYOF THESYMBIONTS.

The damselfishes occurring in the Bay of Batavia are: 1. Premnas biaculea
tus (BLOCH),2. Amphiprion ephippium (BLOCH),3. A. polymnus (L.), A. percula
(LACEPEJDE),5. A. akallopisus BLEEKER.The most distinctive feature these five
species of darnselfishes have in ,common is their close association with large sea-..
anemones which are very common on nearly all the reefs in the Bay of Batavia.
These .spe9ies are: anemones 1,2, 3, 4, 5 and possibly 6.

Though the closeness of this association shows different degrees in the dif-,
ferent species, we are perhaps always dealing with true sYill;biosis,using that
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term in the original sense: both partners deriving advantages from their living
together: But 1retu~n ;to this point furtheron. Before treating this subject in
detail, I shall",give a short summary of the life-history of fish and anemone.
Hitherto the propagation of only three of the five species has been studied in

detail by me, but. they seem to resemble each other so closely in this respect,
that all five probably may feel at home under this scheme.

In visiting the reefs and looking for large anemones 1) one generally finds
th~t each anemonl, or- each group of 2-3 anemones living close together, are in-a

habited by two fishes belonging' to one of the five species mentioned. They
diveinto the \wood of tentacles of the anemone, cdmin1i; out again, snapping
forfood in the water round the place in question, in short, they distinctly show
thatthey feel quite I],t home there. If one approaches them, they disappear among
the tentacles, only to reappear every now and then, their heads popping out
frombetween the tentacles and disappearing again. Some of them, howe"ver,
especiallyif W<ll are dealing with specimens of Premnas biaculeatus and A'mphi
prionephippium, may swim at the intruder and bite his legs or shoes. With~
a small·handnet they are easily caught then.

If one Itries to loosen the anemones, in which one may succeed after great
difficulty, the fishes (especially A. percula and the young ones of the other
species)m;y lay down between ithetentades or on the oral disc and remain there
evenif the anemone is taken out of the water, probably sticking somewhat to the
mucusof thPoanemone. Or they niay (this often occurs in the larger species) bite
one~shands or flee for fear and" swim hither and thither, returning again and

againto the spot in question. They never enter the gastric cavity, however, as
is stated in many handbooks.

Transferred to the aquarium, the fishes do quite well without their anemone,
though,especially with the large Premnas, it may take a very long time before
theyare accustomed to these unnatural circumstances. As soon,however, as they
are brought together with fishes of prey, even small specimens .of Lutianus,
Epinephelus,etc., they are caught one after the other, as they move slowly and do
nothide. Brought into the sea without anemones they are quite helpless. Fro m
this IW.esee tha,t the anemone's protect these fishes from

en e m i e s. A further point of interest is that the fishe~ feed directly and
indirectly on the anemone. The I a t t e r ~.sp art I y the i r sou r ceo f
f 0 0 d.

The anemones brought into the aquarium !may live without the fishes. But
most of them appear to thrive somewhat better when the fishes are there,
\\~thoutthe latter they seem to ;have somewhrut less resistance to unfavorable
circumstances.The resistance of the different species seems to be different in this
respect,the long stalked anemones of Premnas and A. ephippium probably being

"

') Int,his work a socalled sea-glliss is used, consisting of a somewhat tapering
cyilindri~al.wide tube of a diameter of 25 em below, made of zink, closed by a piece
of thickwindowcpane. It is put on (a little in) the water so that the surface of
the latter below t1hec-lass is" smooth and permits a view of the sea below;
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the most sensitive ones; anemone 1. and 3, on t!1e contrary, even resist bad
circumstances and may be found without fishes in naturef if they are living in
places where the fishes do not occur. The reason for this pininJ; away of the
anemones is to be found in the~behaviour of the fishes. An anemone which is

sick(y and does not expand is treated by.the fishes in a very characteristic. way:
they swim above the anthozoon, waving their large pectoral fins and trying to
opcn their host by di.ving into and rubbing against it. Moreover, as I shall
explain later on, the. anemone fishes may feed their an'emones. Sot h e
anemones are probably more or les.s dependtnt on the
f ish e ~ a s the y a l' e fed and 0 x y g e n ate d b y the m. All 'this
has been observed by SLUITERin 1888 already.

The two fishes inhabiting the anemone are, normall~1 male and f~male.
• As they never leave the aIiemone, propagation must take plaice in its vicinity.

In this respect Amphiprion pe1'cula is now known best. The eggs, which are of
considerable size, are fastened in smalL numbers to the wall 0' the aquarium
(coral rock) near the foot of the anemone. In pe1'cula they hatch after seven
days, during which time the parents, especially the male, protect them carefully.
The young fishes swim to the surface of the water, where they feed on plankton.
After a certain time, when they have got an orange tinge and a sroaU white coUar,
they go down to the bottom where they search for anemones. It is pOssible that
these young ones, finding anemones alread, inhabited by damselfishes (of the
same or another species), are sometimes eaten by the latter as tong as they
are very small; I have, however, no direct evtdence for this opinion and s~me
of my observations seem to point to the contrary. !n growing·they· become too
large. to be eaten and are driven out then by the older animals .. In the case
of A. percula, however, which is very small and may live in very large anemones,
one may find up to seven or more fishes of different sizes in one and the same....
anemone. The same may occur in A. akallop1".suS and (to a lesser extent) in
polymnus. Especjally in the larger species, Premnas and A'. ephippium, we never
find more than two animals, male and female, together, as all other animals
above a certain size are very fiercely driven out ..

Summarizing we see in the first place that the association between dam

selfish and anemone is probably one of the most ideal examples of true sym
biosis one can imagine. And further that the small number of eggs is protected
by the parents, that the young ones swim to. the surface where they are preyed
upon to serve other animals as food, then return to the bottom in search of·
anemones, finally partly depend on the welfare of the species for their remaining
alive or not. It may be observed here that the planktonic life of the newly
hatched animals must be of great value to the species, as this is probably the
only way in which new reefs may be populated.

Af.ter this short general summafy of the life-history we now may treat the
association more in detail. I wish to observ~ once more, however, that SLUITER,
in his nice description of the association here treated, for Amphiprion percula

and polymnus gave several details in 1888 already, and that all this conClusions.

,.I
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•
as to the "value" of the associ1ation ,vere the same as those given above. As I
read SLUITER'SpapVI' only after having written this article, there seems to he
some chance that our conClusions may be more or less right.o

THE BEHAVIOUROF THEANEMONES.

The anemones with which the damselfishes live together are anemones 1,
2, 3, 4, 5, and poilsibly 6. As the ecological conditions which govern the distri
b~tion of the0damselfishes on the reefs depend for a good deal on the ecological
demands and' consequently on the distribution of the anemones I first give a
short summary of the gross ecological wants of the anemones.

(.l,

Anemone 1.

This spe~ies oocms very commonly round all the islands of Batavia Bay,
especially near those which have shallow lagoons. It is by far the most hardy
one of the five species mentioned and it occurs in places, e.g., shallow parts of
sm.all lagoons, where no other anemones and only very few corals stand the
bad conditions: much silt, much variation in temperature, high temperature,
little oxygen during the night, etc. In fwct, it seems that one of the principal
demands of this species is: water· rich in silt.

~ The quantity of silt in the Bay of Batavia decreases with increasing depth of the
water. It has been measured by a rather inaccurate method, viz., by measuring the
depth at which SECCHI'Sdis~ disappears to the eye· (VERWEY,1930a). From these
measurements it follows that the quantity of slIt on the Onrust reef, which is lying
close to the mangrove coast in a sea of little depth, causes the disc visibility to be about
4 metres, whereas for Haarlem it may be at its least 8 metres. So we may perhaps
assume that the quantity of silt near .Onrust is about twice that of the water near
Haarlerri.

But, moreover, the quantity of silt on one and the same reef decreases with
increasing depth. I have only one series of exact observations in this connection,
which I owe to the kindness of ir. MARKUS,then chemist at our laboratory. On July
12th, 1928, I took three water samples on three different places of the Hoorn Reef:
1. in a small, very shallow part of the lagoon, 2. in a deeper parti of the'; lagoon,
3. outside the shingle wall in the surf. The depth of tfuese places was for 1. about
30 em, water smooth, for 2. about 100 em, water less smooth, for 3. about 150' em,
surf. The following values were found in mg per liter':

Time
I1I2I3

11 a.m . I

.198 4087

2 p.m.
30587214

4 p.m.
107;63 71

The values at 2 p.m. are highest on account or'the strong wind tJhen prevailing.
Though the water in the shallow part of the lagoon is smooth and in any case much

,I
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•
less agitated than that of the two other places it shows the largest quantity of "silt"
(especially sand) of the three places in question because of its"shallowness. Place 2,
with little agitated water of somewhat greater depth, and place 3, with ~urf and still
greater depth, both show lower figures than place 1 (see postcript, ~ 3'53).

Generally this species occurs in sandy places where the water is undisturbed
and shallow. As already remarked it occurs even in very shallow parts of the
lagoon or on the inside of the shingle wall where the surface is exposed during

very low tides and it endures there being exposed to the sun <for some hours ~t
a time. Consequently the depth to which this species descends is rarely more
than half a metre at low tide. At Onrust, however, very large specimens,
inhabited by up to seven or,ange damselfishes, are to be fOund in water up' to
2 !1l deep at very low tides; I know of no other place in tr.e Bay of Batavia
where this is the case. The reason for this occurrence in greater depth (3 m

. during high tide against 1 to 1.5 m in other places) may perhaps be found in
the preference of this species for a large quantity of silt. On the mefs somewhat
farther from the coast this quantity of silt is perhaps large enough in shallow
places only, on the Onrust reef, however, the quantity of silt is so large that even
at a greater depth it may be sufficient for this anemone. Not only does this
anemone stand a large quantity 6f silt, it even does not starve when from time
to time halfway buried under the sand. From these observations it follows that
on the reef itself where we find a luxuriant growth of coral, greater depth, little
sand and silt, this species is little or not at home.

Anemone 1 sticks to objects with which it comes into contact much mOre
strongly than the other species of anemones here deaLt with. If one puts his hand
or a stick between the tenta~les, and takes it back again, the tentacles adhere
strongly and are torn off from the anemone. The tentacles themselves, which
are small and very numerous, are of a greyish- or brownishwhite or light pink
colour. The columnwall shows the same or: a beautiful light blue colour, with
longitudinal rows of orangeyellow to violet spots, which are not distinct. Though
the normal colour of this species is greyish or brownish white, one sometimes
finds olear green, blue or violet blue specimens and even such, which are of a
beautiful, very dark blue. I know such specimens from very shallow places in
the lagoon only, especially from Hoorn. Anemone 1 may reach a size of half a
metre when fully expanded.

This species is solely inhabited by Amphiprion percula. Where it occursin
very shallow places in the lagoon, however, this fish does not remain in it dur~ng
periods of low tides, as there is not enough water for it. "That is the reason why
anemone 1 in such places is often found without its fish. There are even places
where the species is probably never visited by dams~lfishes, and where, not
withstanding this, it thrives quite or rather well.

In the Onrust Aquarium this spec'ies was also accepted by Amphiprion akal
lopisus, though a number of specimens of anemone 4 were present in the same
tank. In the public aquarium at Batavia it was without delay aocepted by two
Amphiprion polymnus, with which it was brought togather.

J
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SLuiTER,in his paper oJ 1888, seems to refer to anemone 4, as being the only

species inhabited by S4.'mphiprionpercnla. But he apparently believed anemones 1
and 4 to be ope and the same species. See below.

Anemone 2.

Anemone 2 is rather rare on the reefs in Batavia Bay. In shallower water
(up to 3metres 'at 'r'owtide) I only found it on the Raarlem reef, where it prefers
somewhat deeper water than anemone 1, with coral growth and without sand.
Doubtless the reas~n for its occurrence at Raarlem only (in so far as shal
lower water is concerned) is to be found in its need of clearer water,'for I found
it in 'the same wayq,at Edam and Dapur; and since our Laboratory possesses a
diving helmet I found it (in deeper water) on some reefs closer to the coast, e.g.
Hoorn, For the same reason it never inhabits lagoons. This anemone, when
young, resembks anemone 1, but, especially in deeper water, it grows to a much
larger size (one, perhaps even one and a half metre in diametre), sticks less and
is of a greyish or greenish brown colour, which is darker than that of anemone 1.

Moreover, the longitudinal rows of spots on the columnwall are ~more distinct

than in the latter species, and the tentacles are longer and sOl1\ewhat broadenedat their tips. As already stated, I found it between and on co)als or coralrock
only, down to a depth of about six metres or more.

I found,this species always inhabited by Amphiprion polymnns, which has
a s;'rong preference for it. Only once - 24 May 1930, Raarlem - I found it
inhabited by Amphiprion ephippium (two old and two young specimens).

Anemone 3.

This very characteristic anemone, which sticks little, is colourless (whitish)
with the exception of the tips of the tentacles which are nearly always distinctly

• violet. Young specimens may be violet all~ver, their surface. The white colour
would induce one to believe that z06xanthellae, which are of so regular an
occurrence in the Coelenterate inhabitants Ofthe East-Indian reefs, are absent in
this species; in general, pigqtented forms look brown, as a result of their large
number of yellow zooxanthellae. This, however, is not the case; there are large
numbers of zooxanthellae, just as in the other species dealt with; but the
thickness of the ectoderm, its little transparency, seems to be the cause of this
phenomenon.

Anemone 3 occurs in water of 0.5 to 7 or more metres deep. Though it
never inhabits lagoons, it shows some preference for somewhat open sandy
places between huge colonies of Porites or between bushes of Acropora. There
it may be anchored deep in the sand, so that its high columnwall (stalk) is
partly buried under the 8and and the large crest of long, pointed .tentacles
covers the bottom as a big white flower. Its most ideal habitat, however, seem

to be the patches of reef, covered with dead cor,a.ls, with a fi~ bottoInof .,l
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coalesced coral, quite open, exposed to the s~n; without much'living coral
bringing darkness. On the island Klein Kombuis, west of"the Bay' of Batavia,
the species occurs so abundantly on such a part of the reef, sout~ of the island,
that one may count more than 20 of them in close vicinity ,of each other, all

• of them inhabited by A;mphiprion' ephippium .. From all this we may conclude

that anemone 3 is somewhat like 1 in its ecological needs, but cannot stand such
unfavourable oonditions as the latter. It inhabits muddy as well as clear water,
being common at Onrust, Haarlem, Edam and on other re"efs.

"" ,
. On the reefs studied by me this anemone is inhabited by two species of
damselfishes, viz., Amphiprion polymnus and (especially young) individuals of
Amphiprion ephippium. Amphiprion polymnus on my reefs is a rather rare
damselfish, wmch occurs especi;ally in somewhat deeper wai.er. I found it (living
in anemone 3 a few times only. A. polymnus was not found by me at Onrust and
nerghbouring reefs (probably on account of the large percentage of silt) and
consequently on these reefs anemone 3 is inhabited by AmphirNion ephippium
'only. As, however, the latter does not like quite open, sandy places, the
anemones living in such"places must dS without a fish. In the public aquarium
at Batavi'a anemone 3 was aocepted bya young specimen of A. akallopisus,

which is living in it together with a young A. po~ymnus' now!In the same way as the individuals of AmphipJ.i,on polymnus show a distinct
preference for anemone 2 and may be found in 3 more exceptionally, mature
A. 'ephtppium show a distinct preference for anemone 5 and are t<l be found in
3 only when 5 fails. This seems to" be the reason, that I rarely found, in~the
Bay of Bata';'ia proper (viz., at Haarlem) , adult 'ephippium in 3. But on the
island of Dapur I found some few individuals and on the reef of the island
Klein Kombuis many of them living in 3; on'the reef of the southern side of the
latter island, indeed, where 3 is very common and 5 scarce, all specimens of 3
~re inhabited by ephippiwm, most of them by 01!3- ones:

It is worth mentioning that in A. ephippium we are dealing with a species,
the young of which show a preference different from that of their parents, •
For whereas I found so rarely ad u I t ephipptum associated with anemone 3 on
the reefs in the Bay,y au n g ephippium nearly always inhabit 3. Only twice
(on the Dapur reef and at Haarlem) did I find a young in anemone 5. It may be,
however, that this preference is only apparent; the number of aneinone 5 is
smaller than the mimber of couples of A. ephippium and Premnas bvaculeatus

and thus young ephippium may have to content themselve::; with anemone 3,
SLUITER'Sdescription of the anemone of Amphiprion polymnus, called by him

Bunodes, seem~ to "refer to this species. He says: "Die GroS8e der See-Rose
stlmrnt ungeHihr mit der der vorigen Art liberein, die Tentakel werden aber
betra,chtlich Hinger, bis 7 em. Die Enden derselben tragen wieder eine violette

- - ..
Spitze. Der breite Fuss ist blauIich grau' mit regelrnasSig angeordneten violett
gefarbten Warz.en. Die Scheibe und Tentakel sind sonst hell violet". This des

crlpiioiih61ds partly good for anemone 3; it does not apply to '2, which is
also 'inhabited bypolymnus ..

,.I
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Anemone 4.

313

This anemone, which sticks very little, shows an extensive. variation in
.coloUr. Its large broad tentacles may be greenish brown or violetbrown, with
.yellowish or yellowishgreen tips; they may be brown to browngrey with whitish
tips, or. grey brown with purplish tips. The columnwall, which consists of a
short column, is sometimes of a beautiful violet, sometimes, however, light

xellowishbrownish. All these varieties are due to pigmentation of the ectoderm;
they all sho'\t large numbers of zooxanthellae in their entoderm. - The species
fails round Onrust, oocurs in small numbers round· Schiedam, is very common
round Haarlem and quite numerous on the fine reef of Pulu Dapur. At Hoom
it is rather common in deeper water. From this statement one may conclude
that it needs clear water, without silt. Nevertheless it thrives quite well in the
Onrust Aquarium where I kept some specimens, which are still alive, for rfuarly
two years .
. These anemones occur from very shallow water down to a depth of 8 metres
or more (at Haarlem). Wherever they occur, one usually finds a number of in
dividuals growing close together, sometimes so close, th~t they seem to cover
old ooralrocks with a carpet of long waving grass. This is a very striking
peculiarity of this species. - Anemone 4 occurs neither in the lagoons nor on
sandy places, its substrate being coralrock or a bottom of coralfragments. It
shows a di".tinct preference for settling on dead rocks of Porites with their smooth
slTrface.The species does not need the crevices and holes, which anemone 5 asks
for, on the contrary, it lov.es full sunlight and may be found to reaot promptly
on a decrease in the quantity of light on days with an overoost sky.

Anemone 4 is inhabited especially by Amphiprion percula, further by A.
akallopistlS, which, however, in the Bay of Batavia is rather rare. Where
anemone 4 does not occur, as near Onrust, Amphiprton percula lives in 1;
wl-iere1 does not occur or is uncommon, as near Schiedam, percula inhabits 4.
Where, however, both species occur together, percula inhabits the one as well as
the other, apparently showing little preference for either. When, however, 1 also
inhabits very shallow places, where 4 fails, the damselfishes are relatively more
numerous in the latter, but only because they cannot live in such shallow water.
During periods of high tides some of these anemones are inhabited by dam- •
selfishes, to be left alone ag:ain during periods of lovy tides.

In the Onrust Aquarium this species was also aocepted by A m..phipriori

ephippium.

SLUITE~'S description of the anemone of Amphiprion pe1'cula surely refers to
this species. He writes: "Auf den untiefen, bei Ehbe fast trocken fallenden Korallen
riffen einigcr kleinen Inseln in ,der Bai vd'nBatavia, und zwar speziell auf den
Inseln "Enkhuizen" und "Leiden", ist eine grosse AcH'.nia sehr gemein, welche mit
ihrem breiten glatten, hell lilafarbigen Fusse auf todten Korallenstiicken festsitzt.
Der Unterrand des Fusses (der Lembo von A. ANDRES,Le Attinie, IX. Monographie,
Fauna und Flora des Golfes von Neapel) wird bis 2 dm breit. Die sehr zahlreichen•
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Tentakel sind etwa 2 em lang und ziemlich hell gelblieh violett gefarbt. Die Spitze
eines jeden Tentakcls ist ziemlieh dunkel violett. Fur gewohnlieh '1st del' Fuss niedrig,
er kann sieh aber zuweilen aueh betraehtlich in die Lange ausziehen".

Though the length of the tentacles, when expanded, is up to 7 .91' 8 em in this
species, the lilac colour of the eolumnwall holds good 'for anemone 4 only. - A year
before SLUITERsent his paper to Holland, however, during a session of the KoninkI.
Natuurk. Vereen. at Batavia, on January 13th, 1887, he gave a lecture on some new
and less known cases of adaptation and association of some animals and plants from
the coast of Java. In this lecture, whic\hiwas ;published in 188,7,gLUITERalsol dealt
with A mphiprion percula and .its anemone and writes (I translate in Evglish): "Thiz
animal is with the broad, fleshy, lightbluish-gray coloured foot attadlwd to the
shallow, during low tide updrying coast of the coral islands and between dead
coralfragments. Numerous tentacles of 2 em are to be found in many rows round
the mouth. These tentacles are coloured darker or lighter violet". ,A lightbluislh-~Tay
coloured columnwall is typical for anem'one 1 and does - as fa~ as I know - not
occur.in any of the other anemones here treated. It follo~s from this that SLUITER
first described anemone 1, that afterwards he believed tlhat 4 and 1 belonged·to
one and the same species and then in his final description mentioned tos characteris
tics of this anemone the purple columnwall (of 4) and the short tentacles (of 1). _
On the islands Leidcn and Enkhuizen, especially mentioned .by SLUITER,we find
anemones 1 and 4 together occurring in the same places, both inhabited by percula.

~
Anemone 5.

This beautiful anemone 1) reaches a height of more than half a metre

whereas the upper surface, when fully exp.anded, may have a diametyr of some
what more. If, however, one touches it, it contracts to a height of 5 em and' a
diameter of perhaps 10 em. By this peculiiarity anemon!) 5 is very well "adapted"
to its surroundings. Its habitat are the deep crevices and holes between and in the
large colonies of Porites, Maeandra and other corals. There it is attached to
the irregular bottom of the hole in such a way that it is hardly possible to detach
it. Its long stalk stands erect and brings the oral disc to the niveau of the

opening of the hole, which is filled up by the tentacles. Reacting on stimulation
from outside it withdraws within the hole, down to the bottom. The co 1urn ne
wall i s n eve I' e x p 0 sed t 0 sun 1i g h t. If the anemone occurs in a
place which is insuffic'iently dark, the high stalk always remains contracted
and the anemone seems to be in a more or less poor condition. - In the Bay
of Batavia sensu stricto I do not know many places where this anemone occurs,
because the surroundings: high coralrocks, with crevices, are mostly lacking.
It is very common on Onrust, where, indeed, nearly all observations on this
species' were made, whereas I do not know it from Schiedam and found it in
some specimens only on Hoorn and Haarlem. If we do not restrict ourselves to

the reefs of the Bay proper, however, we End anemone 5 very common at Edam
and Dapur. \Vhereas anemones 2 a,nd 4 are more numerous as the water is

clearer, 5 (just as 3) is not particular about there being much or little silt, but
seems to ask only fOTits special smroundings, being numerous where there are
crevices, deep holes, old coralrocks, etc. At Onrust, on a certain part of the

,) See also ~nder "Anemone.6".
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reef, east of the -island, the species is so common, that one finds tens of them
in and between We large A,straeid and Poritid curals in the deeper water. All
of them are inhabited by fishes. Their stalk (columnwall) may be white or pink
to brownish pink. The long tentacles are b~owll'ish green, the brownish colour,
being due to zooxanthellae, predominating when the anemone expands, the

greenish. one, due to pigment, especially appearing on contraction. A remarkable
phenomenon in this species is the behaviour of the tips of the tentacles. They
i}ometimes inflate so that they resemble a nipple, the broadest part of which,
forming a d1stinct ring, being eolourless in that case. As a strongly variable
percentage of the tentacles may do this, one finds anemones with all or many
of their tentacles inflated, others with nearly all of them pointed.

• The fishes inhabiting this anemone are Prernnas biaculeatus and Arnphiprion

. ephippiurn. On the reef east of Onrust, just mentioned, the number of Prernnas
and A. ephippiurn, which on the whole are not very common, is so larg~ that
about 15 pai'fs of Prernnas and approximately 6 pairs of Arnphiprion ephippiurn
are living in close proximity. Especially Prernnas is a typical inhabitant of this

anemone 1). 'Whereas exc€pt Prernnas and Arnphiprion ephwpiurn (and polyrnnus
in the aquarium) no other damselfishes ever inhabit anemone 5, Premnas does not
inhabit any other anemone than this (and No.6) (see, however, note on page 319).
As already said, the same does not hold good for Amphiprion ephippium, be
eaust; the latter also inhabits anemone 3, rarely 2, and in the aquarium 4.

DE C~ESPIGNY'Sdescription of the anemone of Premnas biaculeatus, called
by him Actinia crassicornis ana found at the island Labuan in the China Sea,
perhaps refers to this spe(lies. He describes how the tentacles, after a Premnas
has passed over them, "immediately become erect and diverge as if galvanized,
while their extremities become clubby and phosphorescent". As already stated
the swelling of the tips of the tentacles is typical for this species. From' the
further description I am inclined to conclude, however, that he is dealing with
more than one species in his description.

Anemone 6?

Of longstalked anemones which inhabit deep dark crevices or holes there
occur perhaps two species in the Bay of Batavia. In that case the first, which
was treated above, anemone 5, is perhaps the most common; it has very thick
tentacles, which can inflate their tips, and the tentacles are of one colour (a
greenish brown) all over their surface. The second, which is very similar to the
first in appearance, hUlSthe s'ame gross ecologioal wants, and differs from the
first in the size and colour of the tentacles. The latter are somewhat longer, less
broad (thinner) and more pointed than those of anemone 5, whereas their tips

') The statement to be found here and ithere(e.g. HESSE-DoFLEIN, VoL 2, p. 276),
that only young Prem'nas inhabit these anemones, as old Premnas are too big for
them, surely refers to WEBER'S remark on this species in the Fishes of the Siboga, p.
334: "Es ist nicht anzunehmen, dass sol~he grossen Fische bei drohender Gefahr noch
ihre ZufIucht nehmen konnten in Aktinien". Old as well as young Premnas, Ii,ke all
the other dam'selfishes, are ne v e r to be f 0 u n d wit h 0 u t the i ran e m 0 n e;.

,.
(
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are always whitish and rarely inflate .. The colQur. of the columnwall of this
anemone is l,ight pink. I am not quite sure, however, that both forms are not
extremes of one and the same species.

I have already remarked that anemone 6 inhabits the sarile pLaces as 5.
In fact both forms may occur in close vicini,ty of each other, so that one pair of
Prernnas 'may inhabit 5 as well as 6. All that has been said about 5 applies in
the same way to 6. o

In the aquarium Arnphipn'.on polyrnnus a0cept~d anemone 61'. although it
possessed its own anemone (anemone 3).

Recapitulating the points of interest we saw that each of these specie~ of
sea-anemones shows a quite distinct preference for special surrdtmdings. Anemone
1 occurs in shallow water only (especially in lagoons), be it muddy or not;
it withstands very bad conditions, in fact seems to need them. Anemone 2, its
nearest relative, wants olear water and goes down to greater depths, whereas
it never inhabits sandy places, but always lives between corals. Anemone 3,
though it stands rather unfavounable circumstances antllikes open places, never
inhabits lagoons and goes down to a much greater depth than no. 1. Its ideal
habitat is to be found on the rather steeply sloping southern edge of the reef,
where there is an abundance of dead and"broken corals. :Anemone 4 needs clear
water and coralgrowth and goes down to considerable depth. Anemone 5, .finally,
loves holes and crevices, where it clan hide its long columnwall and i'n which it
oan contract during the night.' •..

As regards the general lifehistory of these five species of anemones it
may be remarked that they are diurnal, as they expand from sunrise to sunset
and retract from sunset till the following morning. It seems to be well known
(vide PAX) that this diurnal habit is especially found in species which contain
zooxanthellae. The five species here mentioned indeed hlirbour large numbers of
these algae. - One has to bear in mind, however, that, whereas nearly all reef
corals have zooxanthellae (cf. BOSCHMA, 1923),ma.ny of them are nocturnal and
retract during the day .

.The zooxanthellae of these anemones measure up to 30-35 lJ. in diameter .. They
occUr in large numbers in those specimens of the five species I studied and give
them a brown colour, corresponding with that prevailing on a coral reef. The colour
varieties of anemon~s are due, as is well known, to true pigment and not to
different quantities of zooxanthellae. Only in one instance did I find a typical
colourpattern due to the occurrence of zooxanthellae. A green brown specimen of
anemone 1 showed broad marginal stripes of a distinct yellow eolour. Examination
of this anemone proved that the yellow as well as the green brown tentacles were
showing a yellow !)igment, but whereas the greenbrown tentacles contained numerous
zooxanthellae, the yellow ones were devcid of any algae.' After having lived in the
aquarium for some time the anemone became .greyish brown all over its surface.

With regard to the reproduction of these five species of anemones I can only
say that during the second half of April, 1929, large numbers of young anerrmnes,...

,.l
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many hundreds, appeared in one of the tanks (no. 4) of the Onrust Aquarium:.
They probably pro~ that the anemone, which produced them, is viviparous, As·
no anemones appeared during that time in the other tanks, they·IImst have been

produced by th~ anemones living in the tank itself. The tank contained one
specimen of anemone 4 and two specimens of 5. I do not know ~hether these
anemones are hermaphrodite or dioeoious, and if hermaphrodite, whether self
fertilization may occur or not (vide STEPHENSON,1929). So Ida not know to
which of the tw.o Species these young belong. In the spring of 1930 most of them
had died'(from laek of food I suppose), but others grew rapidly, the largest
having reached a diameter of 10 cm or more in September 1930. From this it may
follow that these species probably need s(lveral years for reaching their definite
size.'Again, during,!~heseeond half of Mayor the first half of June large numbers
appeared ,in another tank, in which .only one specimen of anemone 5 and one of.
3 lived. However, as I am not quite convinced of the impossibility. of ·their
having been i~troduced into this tank from the other one (with water by means
of a syphon), I do not attach much value to this find,..

These young anemon!'ls are very active. PAX remarks: ,#JDieFahigkeit des
Schwimmens besitzen ausser den AktJinienlarven, deren Cilienldeid eine lokomo

torische Funktion hat, nul' wenige erwachsene Formen. Bei Gonactinia p?'olifera
erfolgtdas Schwimmen. in del' Weise, class aile Tentakel rhytmisch nach rlick
warts geschlagen ,verden. Durch den Rlickstoss wird del' Korper nach vorn g,e
trieben. Dber Schwimmbewegungen del' planktonisch lebenden Myniadiden ist•

niehts bekannt". In the same 'Way, as described for Gonactinia, these young
anemones, even up to a yeal' old, swim by rhythmical movements of the tentacles.

By these movements they are able to reach conditions w~nted by them; if they
settle down on sandy or muddy spots, they rise again and by feeble swimming
movements and the motion of the water, they get a chance to find a better place.
Dr. HARDENBERG,fellowzoologist at our laboratory, encountered large numbers of
another young swimming sea anemone on January, ,7, 1928, when fishing in
Sebangka Strait, Lingga Archipelago (0°13' N., 104°25' E.). They moved with
the w,ater which was flowing 5 miles an hour. Large numbers attached ·them
selves to the ship's anchor cable. The nearest reef was lying about one to two
miles away. - Not only do these anemones swim, when very young they also
move rather fast over a firm background by muscular contraction of their
footsole, being attached to it loosely only.,

It is noteworthy that these young anemones appeared during the beginning
of the east monsoon, the turn of the weather during the northern spring, about
the hottest time of the year (VANWEEL, p. 8-10), This time also is the chief
breeding period for the birds of West Java (videSoDY, below, p. 339).

THE BEHAVIOUR01" THEFISHES.

The damselfishes occurring in the Bay of Batavia are Premnas biaculeatus

(BLOCH)and four species of Amphiprion, viz., pe1'cula (LACEPEDE),akallopisus
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BLEEKER,ephippium (BLOCH),and polymn'U8 (L.) ]). Of these five species percula
is by far the most common, in some places, e.g. on Haarlem,lseing quite numerous.
Premnas biaculeatus and Amphiprion ephippium are both far less 'common,
though they can by no means be called rare. They are mofu exacting than
Amphiprion percula but do not fail where they find suitabfe conditions~ Amphi
p1'ionpolymnus is rather rare on the reefs in Batavia Bay. I found it at the reefs
of Haarlem and Enkhuizen, but in deeper water itis not uncommon at Hoorn and
other reefs. It also occurs round Edam and Dapul', but I did0not find it in the

• neighbourhood of Onrust, presumably because it needs clearer wate<r.Amphipri~n
akallopisus finally is decidedly rare in the Bay, I found it at Schiedam (once),
Haarlem (twice) and Edam. As it is ~ui,tecommon on the fine reef of Dapur,
where here and there up to seven specimens inhabit one singl\;>group of anefuone
4, we may conclude that it needs clear water and that the sea closer to the
ooaf"j,is too muddy for it.

,tAS to the general life-history of these species it be remar~ed here only
that they are never found without their respective anemones and that - like
the latter - they are diurnal, going to sle~ between the tentacles or folds of
the oral disc of the anemone during the night. This, at least, holds for Amphiprion
pej·cula. i

For the sake of clearness, we may now treat the different points of the life
history of the fishes under different heads.

o

1. The pj'eference of the fishes f01' distinct species' of anemones. 0

In the preceding pages we have seen that the different species of damsel
fishes have a marked preference for special anemones. The largest of them, Prem

nas biaculeatus, exclusively inhabits'the large anemone 5, with its long tentacles
(see, however, note on page 319). The smaller Amphiprion ephippitlm also in
habits 5, but (especially.when young) it inhabits also 3; I found it once in 2
and in the aquarium it accepted 4. Amphiprionpolymnus inhabits especially
anemone 2 (with rather short tentacles), more rarely 3 (with very long tentacles),
whereas in the aquarium it also accepted 5 and 1. Of the two smallest species,
Amphiprion perculaand A. akallopisus, I found the latter together with anemone
4 only (in the aquarium it accepted 1 and 3), whereas percula, the commonest

damselfish of the reefs in Batavia Bay, inhabits 1 and 4.
I already referred to SLUITER'Spaper, which also deals with the fishes from

Batavia Bay.
KENT,in his work on the Great Barrier Reef of Australia, gives some further

cases of distinot preference of damselfishes for definite species of anemones.
So, according to him, Amphiprion percula inhabits always Stoichactis kenti
(HADDON) 2), Amphiprion bicinctus (potymnus) is always to be found in Stoichac-

') For colour descriptions of these species and their colour change during
growth see the Appendix to this ,paper in the same number of this 'Volume.

2) According to WHITLEY (.1929, p. 215) KENT mentions percula as living together
with Stoichactis kenti and'S. kaddoni. This is a misreading of WtnTLEY, however:
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, tis haddoni KENT. "In Western Australian waters (The N atJuralist in Australia,
1897, p., 21.9), wher~ he also met with the above-named Anemones, he found
D. Kenti ac·companied by another Amph1:prion-species, that had the orange
ground -colour df the body of A. pel'cula and bicinctus (= polymnus) substituted
by a scarlet or blac~ hue as in A. Clarkii;' (HORST, 1903). 1 suppose that this
third sp'ecies also may have been polymnus, which shows a wide variation in
colour.

One ma"y ask' why these different species of fishes show such a pronounced.
p~eference for special anemones as their host. On the small reef, east of Onrust,
anemones 1, 3 and 5 occur together. Although up to seven or eight A. pel'cula
inhabit one single specimen of anemone 1, this fish is never found in 5 or in 3,
though round Om;-/-lstthe habitat of, the latter is about the same as that of

1 and several .animals of this species are not inh.abited by a fish; and although
Pl'emnas is very common there, it never inhabits one of the other anemOnef) and
remainss6lel~ restricted to 5.

Doubtless the ecological conditions, wanted by anemone 1, do not corres
pond to the wants of Pl'cmnas, and it is the same with the other cases. That,
however, these conditions do not govern the .choice oJ the fishes, follows from
the fact that Premnas, brought into an aquariumbasin with different anemones,
which all live under quite the same conditions, does not care for them except
when anemone 5 is present. 1) .

• On December 2, 1929, I made the following experiment. Tank no. 6 of the
Onrust Aquarium ,contained 7 anemone 4 of different colours and sizes, 3 anemone 2,
4 anem<>ne 1, 1 anemone 5. 'In this tank I placed Ii ,large female Pre1nnas, which
did not appear quite healthy. It remained in the corner of the basin, without showing
any interest in the specimens of anemones 1 and 4 in its .close proximity. I then after
some time put into the same basin a small male Premnas. This male had lived for some
time with the female together in an aquariumbasin at Batavia. The male remained with
the female, in the corner of the basin; it showed no interest in the anemones just
mentioned, which after a short visit were left again. I then placed a second male
in the tank, with quite the same result. I now removed the female, so that the
males begaiJ. to move through the tank. Especially the first male swam to and fro,
it visited all the anemones, without, however, showing any further interest in them.
At last it came in the neighbourhood of anemone 5, which was completely contracted,
whereas the other anemones were in a much more expanded condition. At first sight
anemone 5 resembled a small specimen of 4, even the tentacles,being contracted,
looking not unlike those of that species. Nevertheless Premmas at once recognized
the anemone as its own species, it first hovered over it, just as with the other anemones,
then dived between the tentacles and did not leave it. It seemed probable to me
that optical stimuli gave the first reaction, after which chemical stimuli settled the
question. - The second male after some time also found this anemone. But the
first drove it away and though there were so many other anemones at its disposal,
the second male continued moving to and fro, without accepting one of these other
anemones.

i') I may add at once that a small specimen of Pr~mnasbiacul~a.tus, brought
from the reef of Hoorn on November, 23, 1928, in the end of December, 192'8,
accepted a specimen of anemone 4, with wlhich it had lived in the same tank for
more than a month.

,I
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In an earlier experiment, on December 1, I had hrought the same fem'ale
PTemnas in one of the other tanks, in which besides one specim€?jl of anemone 3, fully
expanded, was a specimen of 5, quite' contracted., Brought into the tank the fish
swam right down to the latter. So it must have recognized the anemone' from its

general appearance alone. _ (

:t first thought that gross morphological differences between the anemones

caused the remarkable preference of the fishes for a certain species. There is
• a superficial correlation between the size of the fish and the si3e of the tentacles

of its host. 0

Name of fish I
Maximal size

I Name of anemone inhabited I Maximal size of
of fish in em.

by the fish in question tentacles in ocm.
o. b'"

Amphip1ion

I8.-Ianemone 1I1- 2
jJeTcula

I
I

"4

I
e7- 8

AmphipTion

9.5"4 7- 8
akallopisus

Amphiprion

I13.6I~ 2I
1- 21)

"
polymnus

I
I

"3

I
15

AmphipTion

12.-"3 15
ephippiu1n "

5

I
07-10,PTemnas bia- I16·1 "5 7-10

culeatus

We may also put it in another way and say: anemone 1, with very short
tentacles (1-2 em), is only inhabited by Amphiprion pe1"cula, no. 4, with longer

tentacles (7-8 em), by percula and akallopiSus, number 3 with very l.ong tentacles
(15 em) by A. ephippium and A. pol-ymnus, whereas anemone 5, with long

tentacles (7-10 em), is inhabited by A. ephippium and Premnas biaculeatus.
Though there may be some truth in ,this statement, closer examination tells us
that the statement as such does not hold. For a small fish like percula inhabits

anemone 1, whereas the much larger polymnus inhabits the closely related 2. The

large Premnas biaculeatus inhabits 5, the tentacles of which are shorter than
those of 3, which is inhabited by the smaller A. pol-ymnus and ephippium.

Moreover it would be difficult to understand why a small fish like percula

besides anemone 1 also inhabits no. 4,' with tentacles so quite different from
those of the former.

The preference of the fishes for distinct anemones is, however, much better

"understood", if we not only take into accoun~ the size of the tentacles, but'

if we pay attention to the total size OF the anemone and the size of the tentacles
combined and then, moreover, compare the ecological wants of the anemones

with those of the fishes. ~ The large Premnas biaculeatus prefers a very

') The large specimens of anemone 2 in deeper water have longer tentacles.

,
4
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largeanemone with-long tentacles,' which.is able to hide the fish 'by its size.
Prenmasshows, howe'ver, also a strong preference for holes; dark places between
coralrock, etc. Ahlbng the large anemones there:is but otie species with .these
requirements: anemoqe 5, which never exposes its cohimnwallof·half a metre
long; but hides the -latter in-' deep holes; We can unders.tand that no other
anemOnefits PTemnas better than this one. - The smaller A. ephippium, just
as Premnas, prefers an anemone, which is able to· hide it. A. ephippium does not
li~€open patches; that may be the reason why fullgrowniildividuals are thrown

"1

on 5 ·and do not like 3 so much, of. which the young of ephippium are fond.
A. polymnus is a fish· which likes open water; That may be the reason why it
doesinhabit no. 3. It also inhabits (indeed prefers) anemone 2 with its shorter
tentacles, ·which. se\;-ms to prefer rather· open places. It may' be that the very
large size of this anemone replaces the length oithe tentacles which the other
damselfishes demand for hiding. - The small A, percula inhabits anemonJs 1
and 4. Fishes 'as well as anemones in this case like open place~; small fishes
are contented with short tentades for their hiding; that may be the reason why
the. orange damselfishes besides anemone· 4 even inhabit 1. This is made the
easier because the latter, like' no. 2, may be 'of large size. A. akallopisus finally,

being little larger than peTcula, like the latte~ inhabits anemone 4.
Finally one may ask why the small species of damselfishes never inhabit

the anemones of the larger damselfishes, especially no. 5. For even where 1
and 5 growl close togetlwr we may find several percula in one specimen of
ime'mone1 and none in 5. Aside' fi'om the improbability of such behaviour for
other reasons, I believe that the territorializing habits of Premnas and Amphi
prion ephippium make such a thing impossible. If Premnasinhabits two
anemones already, it will accept a. third one if there are· no rivals of its .own
species. And only if in very open places anemoiles 1 and 5 would occur together,
it would be possible that the latter became inhabited by an orange damselfish.
See, inoreover, page 346.

T should like to add that"stlch a: reasoning, as s'et forth here, has many
dangers. I feel,' however, that a large number of observations, made on the reef
and in the aquarium, gradually has succeeded in 'satisfying my' thirst for in
formation in -this respect. And though risking the chance of being called unscien
tific, I give these conclusions for what they may be worth.

Certainly it would be much more acceptable for us to learn that the syin
biosis of fish and anemone is basep on chemical properties of the latter alone.

It would seem reasonable to assume that a certain fish from the beginning
based its symbiosis on chemical peculiarities of its anemone, e.g., in showing
an immunity against its poison. We see"however , that peTcula inhabits such•
very different anemones as 1 and 4, of which the first sticks very strongly, the
latter hardly. A.ephippium in the aquariuIll inhabits' no. 4~ in nature 2,3 and
5, A. polymnus inhabits 2 and 3 and in the aquarium accepts 5 and L This

J!leansthat these fishes are immune to the poison of all five species of anemones
here treated and that, though they may perhaps identify their anemoi1eby its
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chemical properties .1), the symbiosis nevertheless is based on other peculiarities
of the anemone, mentioned before. 0

In dealing with the experiments quoted above we learned that Premnas

biaculeatus, when brought into a tank with four species . of anemones, refuses
,three of them, and finally' discovers and accepts the right one, though all these
anemones offer quite the same surroundings to the fish. Moreover, as far as I
know, young Prernnas biaculeatus which -one should think - do not need a

host with long tentacles, inhabit anemone 5 and not any ot'her species 2). Qne
would also think that these small fishes do not need deep holes as their parents do
and, for that reason too, do not need 5. It therefore seems not improbable that
for the fish species as a whole a distinct species of anemone, especially by its
hiding powers and by its ecological wants, has so many arlv:antages, that the
fish, brought together with other anemones, does no longer sear<lh for an anemone
ancb tentacles of a special size and an anemone with special surroundings, but
identifies· the anemone by its general character andchemioal pr0perties.

One is lead to the conclusion that the symbiosis in this way grew from a
general to a more specialized one and that the pre fer e nee 0 f the f ish
for asp e c 1,a 1 a n e m 0 neb e c a m e in he r it e d.

~

2. Observations on the association.

As already stated one anemone normally is inhabited by no more ~han two
fishes, a male and a female. In fact, this holds. for all Prernnas biaculeatus and
Arnphiprion ephippiurn and most Amphiprion polymnus I met with. They are all
very aggressive towards other specimens of their o;n species coming into their
neighbourhood, especially if these are of the same sex. If two large females of
Pl'ernnas biaculeatus' are brought together in a tank, they fight very fiercely,
even if there is no anemone; the same, though ina less pronounced way,
happens when two males are brought in one and the same basin. Even two
females, freshly caught in the sea, and tmnsported in. one tank, try to fight each
other to death.

In fighting the females of Premnas bite ,each other especially in the head and
in the dorsal fin. Biting in the flank appears to occur only in sexually, excited
animals. - In polymnus I saw the biting (very fiercely) take place in the dorsal fin
and in the tail.

The instinct of maintaining a distinct territory is very strongly developed
in damselfishes. In this respect they are true Pomacentrids; a large number of
which shows this characteristic of fighting for distinct territories .. Aniphiprion

pl3l'cula, however, differs in this behaviour from the other damselfishes. Eve~

') BROCK(19'27, 'po 223) has sho¥in that Pagu1'Us arrosor is able to find sea
anemones, hidden under stones and invisible to the eye, at a distance of 35 cm by
chemical sense alone. So it need not be impossible that Premnas too is .able to "smell"
its anemone.

") One cannot be lIuite sure that suclh a statement is true, for these small
young ones are difficult to :find. Wec.anonly say that they were found in 5 only.
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where it inhabits small anemones, we may find more than two fishes in one

lInemone, whereas llfrge anemones often are, inhabited by 5, 6 or even more
specimens. The transportation or keeping ofa. large number of percula in one
and the same tahk gives no difficulties. Nevertheless a certain degree of ter
ritorializing occurs here too.

It is notewo~thy that, though sometimes so many fishes live in one and the same
anemone, percula ppssesses the same instinct of maintaining a definite territory.
Th'J assemblage of six or seven individuals here is the product of an equilibrium
between the eff~rts ;f some fishes to drive off o~her specimens and the ~erseverance
of other fishes in remaining. See below.- The same, though in a lesser degree,
maybe observed in polymmu8. and akallopisus. As to the first I twice found four speci
mens ;n one anemone (anemone 2), and though there was constant quarreling in both
cases all four remainE!d together '). As to akallopisus this species is se,>mobile that it is
difficult to make out whether 6 or 7 specimens, inhabiting a large group of anemone
4 (Pulu Dapur),' each inhabit their own anemone, or whether they mix at
random. I got it'!1eimpression that the latter was the case. Nevertheless, akallopisus
is very aggressive towar,ds other fishes (damselfishes included)' coming into its
neighbourhood. - It is worth mentioning that Amphiprio1lJ akallopisus and A.
polymnus possess a peculiarity, which is lacl:ing in the other daniselfishes here treated.
In pursuing another fish coming into the neighbourhood of thefr anemone they
make a grating sound, like "krrrr". In akallopisu8 this sound is produced through
rapid up and down moveI:ients of the opercula, in polymnus through a movement
of opercula and mouthbones. The sounds are so loud that they may be heard some
distance o~tside the aquarium or when one dives in the neighbourhood of the
fishes. - AH sounds made by fishes are either made by scraping of parts of the
skeleto~ or by movements of the swim bladder. It has long been held that such
sounds must of necessity b~ meaningless to tfue species in question or to other
fishes because fishes were believed to be deaf, but recent investigati0ns, especially
those of STETTER (1929'), have distinctly shown that fishes may "hear" quite well.
His Phoxinus laevis heard as well as or better than human beings and one is quite
astonished to learn their powers of sound discrimination. The question by which organ.
these sounds are perceived has now in so far been solved, that we know fishes
really hear, i.e. perceive the sounds with their ears, sacculus and lagena probably
playing the chief role (VON FRISCH, 1929).

Whereas in the small Amphiprion percula one anemone, especially if it be
a large one, is sufficient for two or more fishes, the larger damselfishes, if
the anemones are presentin sufficient numbers,' often inhabit two or even three
anemones growing in each other's neighbourhood. In such a case one often ob
serves that one of the two fishes inhabits one, and the other of the two another
anemone, both fishes swimming up and down between their hosts, but both still
adhering more or less distinctly to their private anemone. Occasionally also in
percula and perhaps regularly in akallopisus (see above) one couple may be
found inhabiting three or more anemones when these are living close together .•

All damselfishes feed on organisms found in the neighbourhood of their
habitat. For the small Amphiprion percu~a and probably ~also for akallopisiis

') Since the above was written, I saw (with diV;lng helmet in deeper water)
several times more 4-5 specimens in one enormous llnemone 2, but I made no
observations on their behaviour ..

•
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chemical properties .1), the symbiosis nevertheless is based on other peculiarities
of the anemone, mentioned before. (>

In dealing with the experiments quoted above we learned that Premnas
biaculeatus, when brought into a tank with four species of anemones, refuses

,three of them, and finally discovers and accepts the right' one, tboughall these
anemones offer quite the same surroundings to the fish. Moreover, as far as I
know, young Prernnas biaculeatus which -one should think - do not need a
host with long tentacles, inhabit anemone 5 and not any ot'her species 2). One
would also think that these small fishes do ,not need deep holes as tbeir parents "do
and, for that reason too, do not need 5. It therefore seems not improbable that
for the fish species as a whole a distinct species of anemone, especially by its
hiding powers and by its ecological wants, has so many oovantages, that the
fish, brought together with other anemones, does no longerse~rch for an anemone
and, tentacles of a special size and an anemone with special surroundings, but
identifies· the anemone by its general charitcter andchemioal pr@perties.

One is lead to the conclusion that the symbiosis in this way grew from a
general to a more s,pecialized one and that the pre fer e nc e 0 f the f ish
for asp e c i,a 1 a n e m 0 neb ec am ei n he T i't e d.

2. Observations on the association.

As already stated one anemone normally is inhabited by no more ~han two
fishes, a male and a female. In fact, this holds. for all Prernnas biaculeatus and
Arnphiprion ephippiurn and most Amphiprion polyrnnus I met with. They are all
very aggressive towards other specimens of their o;n species coming into their
neighbourhood, especially if these are of the same sex. If two large females of
Prernnas biaculeatus' are brought together in a tank, they fight very fiercely,
even if there is no anemone; the same, though in .a less pronounced way,
happens when two males are brought in one and the same basin. Even tw,o
females, freshly caught in the sea, and tr,ansported in. one tank, try to fight each
other to death.

In fighting the females of Premnas bite ,each otherespeciaHy in the head and
in the dorsal fin. Biting in the flank appears to occur only in sexually, excited
animals. - In polymnus I saw the biting (very fiercely) take place in the dorsal fin
and in the tail.

The instinct of maintaining a distinct territory is very strongly developed
in damselfishes. In this respect they are true Pomacentrids; a large number of
which shows this characteristic of fighting for distinct territories.' Amphiprion

p~rcula, however, differs in this behaviour from the other damselfishes. Eve~

') BROCK(19'27, 'P. 223) has shown that Pagurus arrosor is able to find sea
anemones, hidden under stones and invisible to the eye, at a distance of 35 cm by
chemical sense alone. So it need not be impossible that Premnas too is .able to "smell"
its anemone.

") .One cannot be 4uite sure that sudh a statement is true, for these small
young ones are difficult to .find. We can only say that they were found in 5 only.
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where it inhabits small anemones, we may find more than two fishes in one

.anemone, whereas large anemones often are. inhabited by 5, 6 or evert more
specimens. The transportation or keeping ofa ,large number of percula in one
and the same tahk gives no difficulties. Nevertheless a certain degree of ter
ritorializing occurs here too.

It is noteworthy that, though sometimes so many fishes live in one and the same
anemone, percum ppssesses the same instinct of maintaining a definite territory.
Th~ assemblag~ of six or seven individuals here is tbe product of an, equilibrium
between the efforts of some fishes to drive off o~her specimens and the perseverance
of other fishes in remaining. See below .. - The same, though in a lesser degree,
maybe observed in polyrwnus and akallopisus,. As to the first I twice found four speci
mens ;n one anemone (anemone 2), and though there was constant quarreling in both
cases all four remainE!d together '). As to ~kallopisus this species is so mobile that it is
difficult to make out whether 6 or 7 specimens, inhabiting a large group of anemone
4 (Pulu Dapur),' each inhabit their own anemone, or whether they mix at
random. I got 1(re impression that the latter was the case. Nevertheless, akallopisus
is very aggressive towal'ds other fishes (damselfishes included)' coming into its
neighbourhood. - It is worth mentioning that Amphiprio1lJlo akallopisus and A.
polymnus possess a peculiarity, which is lacl:ing in the other daniselfishes here treated.
In pursuing another fish coming into the neighbourhood of their anemone they
make a grating sound, like "krrrr". In akallopisus this sound is produced through
rapid up and down mover:.ents of the opercula, in polymnus through a movement
of opercula and mouthbones. The sounds are so loud tbat they may be heard some
distance o~tside the aquarium or when one dives in the neighbourhood of the
fishes. - AH sounds made by fishes are either made by scraping of parts of the
skeleto; or by movements of the swim bladder. It has long been held that such
sounds must of necessity b~ meaningless to t1he species in question or to other
fishes because fishes were believed to be deaf, but recent investigations, especially
those of STETTER (1929'), have distinctly shown that fishes may "hear" quite well.
His Phoxinus laevis heard as well as or better than human beings and one is quite
astonished to learn their powers of sound discrimination. The question by which organ
these sounds are perceived has now in so far been solved, that we know fishes
really hear, I.e. perceive t.he sounds with their ears, sacculus and lagena probably ,
playing the chief role (VON FRISCH, 1929).

Whereas in the small Amphiprion percula one anemone, especially if it be
a large one, is sufficient for two or more fishes, the larger damselfishes, if
the anemones are present in sufficient numbers, often inhabit two or even three
anemones growing in each other's neighbourhood. In such a case one often ob
serves that one of the two fishes inhabits one, and the other of the two another
anemone, both fishes swimming up and down between their hosts, but both still
adhering more or less distinctly to their priv,ate anemone. Occasionally also il)
percula and perhaps regularly in akallopisus (see above) one couple may be
found inhabiting three or more anemones when these are living close together .•

All damselfishes feed on organisms found in the neighbourhood of their
habitat. For the small Amphiprion percuta and probably ~also for akallopisus

') Since the above was written, I saw (with div;tng helmet in deeper water)
several times more 4-5 specimens in one enormous anem'one 2, but I made no
observations on their behaviour. '

•
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,the ('}rganismsareminute planktonic and benthonic ones, which are found in
the water in close neighbourhood and on the tentacles, oraQdisc and columnwall
'Of the anemone and even on th~ coralrock or sand bottom surrounding it. A
great part of the day (little during theaftertlQon)" they illlt:Y be seen busily

feeding. They do not swim more than 5-15 cm away from the anemone, as
the latter protects them and they niight become an easy victim to fishes of prey. '
''the same holds good for t4eyoung ones of other species .

,
(
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for food over greater distances ~ 'several metres ~ still more strQngly pro:'
nounced .than Prerr?nas biaculeatus and' Amphip7'ion ephippium: In the Onrust
Aquarium, when the fishes are fed, polymnus for that reason. is one of the most
interestinginha:bitants. It swims out ·to all parts of its tank,. searching for food

.which' sank down to the bottom; this food is taken up and l' a p i d 1y con"
ve ye d tot h e an 13 man e after which the fish no less rapidly returns to the
corners of the .tank to fetch new food for its host (see below). By this behaviour
the species sometlmes becomes the victim of the native fish baskets .01' "booboos".
B " •..

These are laId out on the reefs or hung in the water by the natives and attract
fishes which like to hide themselves iIi them or visit them for other reasons.

Amphiprion polymnus, though it is rarer than A. ephippium or Premnas, is
sonfetimes caught. in them, whereas I know of only one Premnas and no A.

ephippium having been oaught in. this manner 1). Another fact, resulting from
the behaviour of this fish, is that mature Amphiprion polymnus are more,;:liffi
cult to catch"than adult Premnas. For as soon as polymnus is pursued, it leaves
its anemone, instead of hiding itself in it, swims away a good distance and
returns after some time to its home to see if danger is over~Prern:nas, on the
<lontrary, always remains in close vicinity of its anemor:e and as it often does
not hesitate to attack the intruder, bite his legs, shoes, net, etc., it is easily
caught 2).'Amphiprion ephippium may attack one Or swim away short distances,
?ut it is always more dependent on its anemone than polymnus.

I did pot yet mention the habit of the damselfishes to feed on the anemones

t'Oey inhabit.' From the appearance of the latter it may perhaps be concluded'
that they do so regularly; r have, hmvever, only few direct observations concern
ing this habit.

These observations are the following:
. On February, 14, 1929, the female of PremJnas biaculeatt~ bit a mouthful of

·tentacles from its anemone and swallowed them.
On July, 26, 1929, the female of Premnas bit off about sIx times a mouth full

of tentacles, which were eaten.
On December, 2, 1929, the specimen of Amphiprion polY1J'1-nuSbit a long tentacle

from anemone 5 and ate it; it then took some more and swallowed to. or three together.
On May, 24, 1930, the female of Premnas bit some tentacles from its anemone and

swallowed them.

I may add at once that the damselfishes are not the only fishes which are
a~e to eat anemones. PAX (p. 806) enumerates a few others. On the other hand
POULTON found that .aquarium fishes (see page 337), when fed with pieces of Adamsia
or Suberites, wildly rejected them. We have no right to claim that those other fishes
eating anemones, Hike damselfishes are immune against the poison of anemones,
as the latter perhaps does no harm when it is ingested per os. PAX (p. 796) rightly

") It should not be forgotten, howev-tr, that polymnus probably live1l deeper'
than other damGelfishes, and for that reason will encounter the booboos more often
than the latter.

2) We find this very strongly developed instinct to maintain a territory in
several Pomacentrids; one species, which lives between dense patches of Acropora
hebes, can be decidedly troublesome during one's reefwork ...

•
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remarks that "auch die Kiistenbevolkerung in manchen Teilen der Erde (Gronland,
Mittelmeeriiinder, Siidsee) Seeanemonen zu Speisezwecken verweT'_det", though "manche
an zoologischen Stationcn tiitigen Person en gclegentlich an einer hartniickigen
Urticaria erkranken, wenn' sie hiiufig mit Seeanemonen in Beriihrung kommen".
The Malayans from the neighbournood of Batavia too use the large specimens of
anemone 1 for food, though this species sticks strongly and stings severely. It is

• quite another thing with those. invertebrates which feed on anemones; they In u s t
,be immune against the poison as they touch the anemones with their Whole body.
It is interesting to learn what is known in this respect about the 1\nails of the genus
Aeolis (PAX, p. 806). In the Bay of Batavia probably one of the worst enemies l'f
anemones as well as of the corals is the large starfish Acanthaster echinites, which in
two or three days devours a large specimen of anemone 1 and feeds principally on the
living tissue of the madreporarians. Other invertebrate enemies of anemones m'en
tioned in literature are Trochu.s zizyphinus (see FLEURE & WALTON) and Pycnogwrurn
littorale (;PAX, p. 806).

Not only do the damselfishes feed on the tentacles of theiranemonej aI-r '
ready SLUITER mentioned the faot that t.hty also eat the waste ",matter (food
remnants) of the anemones, which the latter throws out through its mouth. The
fishes have indeed the habit of picking in the "corners" of the mouth of the
anemone, even if there is no food at all; especially percula may show this
behaviour.

The damselfishes not only feed on their anemones, however, they also bring
them food. I already mentioned that Amphiprion polymnus searches its basin
for food and brings it to the anemone. In fact, the feeding instinct of this fish
gives us a most remarkable example of an organism which tal~es care :>f

another organism in an apparently very purposefu~ way. When 4mphiprion
polymnus is fed it only eats very' small particles in the water between surface
and bottom. It is the way in which polymnus is hunting for plankton in
nature too. The larger particles of food, however, are not eaten, but grasped
by the mouth and brought to the anemone. The fish swims to the latter and puts
the food (prawn, piece of a fish, ek) on or between the tentacles. If there are.
large food particles only, too large to be eaten by the fish, it brings all of
them to the anemone, without eating anything itself. The specimen of Am
phiprion polymnus in the Onrust Aquarium may be seen conveying several tens
of small Stolephorus, if they are available, to its anemone, and 'when it has
two anemones, it may be seen to feed both, choosing the anemone nearest
to the particles in question. Nature, by its use of instinctive behaviour, does
not provide means for anticipating the results of such abnormal happening:
the anemone gets too much food and part of it, if it is not rejected at

once, is ejected after some time. We will see below that then again the
fish may be of much value to the anemone in carrying away the rejected food.
This remarkable feeding behaviour is most markedly shown by Amphiprion
polymn'l,l,s.In a less conspicuous way ic is shown by Prernnas biaculeatus (male
and female). A mphiprion ephippium has the instinct still less developed. It
usually tries to grasp some prawn or pieces of fish, but as its mouth is very
small, it usually loses its prey before the anemone has been reached, and after

,I
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some unsuccesful trials it gives up the attempt. Mareaver it very rarely takes•
up faad fram the Qpttam, as polymnus always and Premnas sametimes daes,
but nearly always anly grasps it while it is in the water. Amphiprion akallopisus
and percula nev,~r have been seen to. feteh food far their hast animal, so these
fishes prabably do. not passess the instinct in questian; they feed an small
organisms,- apparently with aut being interested in larger anes, and leave their
anemone anly far very shart distances .

. The feedirtg- of its anemone by Amphipr1'on polymnus was described by SLUITER

already. "Ein recht fesselndes Schauspiel zeigt sieh, wenn man ein grosseres Stuck
Fleisch in del' Niihe del' Actinie ins Wasser wirft. Unser Fisch - denn ich fand immer
nul' einen bei del' Actinie - liisst das Stuck bis etwa 2 dm yon del' Actinie hinabsin

ken, .kommt dann s~hnell aus seinem Schlupfwinkel. heraus, packt das Fleisch, das
sogar mehr als halb so gross als er selbst sein kann, schleppt es mit sich, und
driickt es mit einigen kriiftigenSchlagen des Schwanzes gegen die Scheibe und
Tentakel del' Actinie. Letztere wird hierdurch aufgefordert, das Fleisch mit' den
langen Tentak.~ln zu umfassen. Jetzt zieht und zupft unser Fisch wieder kleine
Fasel'll von del' Beute ab. Hat aber die Actinie das Stuck bis zulli Munde hin
befordert und fiingt sie an es in den Magendarm einzustiilpen, ohne dass unser
Fischsich noch satt gegessen hat, so zieht letzterer es aus dem Munde hervor und
bi'ingt es wieder mehr an den Rand zwischen die Tentakel, wo er mit seiner Zupf
arbeit weiter schreiten kann". This description may give one the impression, however,
that the fish only conveys food to its anemone to find a comfortable feeding place
between the tentacles. I therefore· add at once that this is not at all the case. It is
true, that sometimes the fish (Premnas biaculeatus, Amphiprion ephippiwrnand

p0!J1mnus) d.ts of the food brought to the anemone by itself, but this is not the rule,
the contrary being true. There is no doubt the feeding of the anemone is "primair"
here, though it may have· originated (if it did originate in Darwinian way)
as a bringing of food to the sheltered house.

I already mentioned that the fishes, except feeding their ~nemones, still
in another way take care of them, namely by "treating" the anemones. If a

newly collected anemone is brought into a basin with a hast-less damselfish,
the latter im:rytediately begins thrusting its head between the tentacles and
rubbing with its flanks against the upperside or columnwall af the latter. Even
if the fish was already in possession of an anemone, it may leave its hast to.

try and occupy itself with the new one. It swims up and down, to. and fro,
waving its great pectaral fins, diving head on or sideways in the anemane and
doesnot stop till the condition of the anemone has improved and it is beginning
to expand. Especially the large Premnas biactlleatus has this instinct of care
for its host very strongly developed, whereas the small Amphiprion percula in
this respect is a much less perfect partner.

NATURE aF THE AssaCIATION .

. After having studied the life-histary af fish and anemone in somewhat
moredetail, we now may ask with what kind. of association we are dealing here.
The chief point of interest is: in how far are the fishes able to live without
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their anemone, in how far can the anemone do without a fish'? I know that it
is danger~us to pass judgment on such a delicate p.roblem" On the other hand
a careful consideration of the principal facts may teach us more thanignoririg
the problems. r-

iAls far as can be seen from the observations enumerated, the fishes could
profit by their association with sea anemones by: 1 the protection which the
anemone gives them, and 2. the source of the food, the aFlemone provides for
them; the anemone could profit by 1. the renewing of the watn and the rubbing
of the fishes, 2. the removing of waste products by the fishes; 3. the; food brougl1t

~o them by the fishes. We will treat these different points in greater detail now.
1. The anemone affords protection to the fishes. I already remarked (page

307) that an independent life for the fish is an impossibilitYoon aocount 0& the
danger oaused by fishes of prey. SLUITERremarked the same.

He says the following concerning Amphipr,jon percula. "Der grosse VortheiJ
welchen unsere kleinen Fische aus diesem Zusammenleben ziehen, bl;jsteht offenbar
darin, dass sie zwischen den Tentakeln der Actinie gegen die Nachstellungen gros
serer Fische gesichert sind. Ichhabe ofters beobachten konnen, dass den Fischen,
wenn ich sie ohne die beschutzende Actinia in meine Aquarien brachte, unmittelbar
von den grosseren Fischen nachgestellt und sie aufgefressen wurden. Sie suchel1
zwar einen anderen, ihnen mehr oder weniger zusagenden Gegenstand als Schutz,
z. B. ein vielfach verasteltes und zackiges Korallenstiick, ja einmal sah ich sie sogar
sich zwichen die Stacheln. einer Echinoth?'ix calamuJ/I"efliichten '). In ~urzer Zeit aber
fallen. sie unumganglich ihren Feinden zum Opfer. M it der Actmia habe ich sie
schon mehr als sechs Monate ani Leben erhalten." , ~

As some of the species of damselfishes move o:qly very slowly and do not
possess an instinct for hiding, they are - especially when young - incapable of
maintaining themselves against the numerous predatory fishes of the genera Lu

tianus, Epinephelus, Scorpaenopsis, etc., inhabiting the reefs. Experiments which
1made for quite another purpose showed that the only reason, why the small
damselfishes do not leave their anemone, is that of danger 2). On November 30,

1929, I put 9 Am%phijJrion percula, which had lived in the aquaria in Batavia
from September 15, 1929, onward, in Qneof the tanks of the Onrust Aquarium,
to see if they were not damaged by the poison of the anemones after having
been without them for such a long time. This was not the case, but the ex
periment showed me quite another thing. The fishes had become accustomed to
aqu.arium surroundings and were quite tame. They found the anemones, and
now and then dived into them, but during most of the day they swam through
the whole tank, little bothering about the anemones on the bottom. In the

evening, however, they all disappeared between the tentacles of the latter,
remained there hidden during the night, to reappear the following morning,

') It is quite interesting that the spines of this species and especially the long
ones of Diadema saxatile are regularly c used for safe retreat· by several species of
fish. J'his has nothing to do with symbiosis or some other form of more or less close
association; the association is quite facultative .

. JI) The assertion of SAVILLE-KENTand others that the fishes may enter the
mouth of the anemone. and remainhi"dden in the gastric cavity, is false. They never
enter the mouth ..
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and recommence their surface-life. After two days, when I took them out again,..
they still behaved ir..quite the same way, playing and searching for food in the
whole tank 'and only now and then diving into or swimming between the ane
mones. And this" notwithstanding the fact that a pair of percula, together with
its anemone takoo from the sea and at once transferred into the Onrust Aquarium

nearly two years ago, still shows the same fear and adheres in the same way to
its anemone as in nature. These fishes from Batavia had lost their fear and
therefore did no :tOngerneed the close association with their host .

. > ;
This association is quite close. I can only confirm SLUITER'Sobservations on

this point. "Sobald man sie (die Fische) mit del' Hand odeI'. sonst . etwas bedroht,
fluchten sie sich schleunigst in den Tentakelwald zuruck. Ja sogar, wenn man die
Actin~e mit dem KRrallenstucke, auf welchem sie befestigt ist, aus dem Wasser
heraushebt, gebendie Fische sich lieber mit ihrem Gastfreunde gefangen, als dass
sie ohne Schutz ihrem Untergang entgegen gingen. Eben deswegen ist es auch
sehr leicht, del' Fische zugleich nlit del' Actinie habhaft zu werden". This, how~ver,
as already rerr~rked, holds for percula and the small young of other species only.

::!. The anemone provides the fishes with food. As already stated the

fishes - especially the young ones -'-- get part of their food from the tentacles
and the oral disc of the anemones. It is not likely, that they cannot live without

this food, which is, in fact, the same food as that taken from the water:
plankton-. They will, however, during this feeding behaviour, also digest mucus
andnematocysts of the anemones. Further they feed - probably regularly 
on,the tent~cles of their host and on its food remnants. Taking into ac'count the

observations of CAN'l'ACUZEiVfE & COSMOVICI on EupagtlTUs prideauxi and Adam
sia palliata, one will be inclined to assume that this food may serve to
make the fishes immune. CANTACUZEME assumes that immunity of the blood of

Eupagu1'us prideauxi is caused by the ingestion of nematocysts of Adamsia

palliata, which occur plentifully in the digestive tract of the crustacean. Ac
cordingly I had expected that this also could be the case in damselfishes; I
therefore hoped that fishes which for a long time had had n,o opportunity of
taking in nematocysts, would have lost their immunity. I therefore made the
experiment quoted above, in putting 9 Amphiprion peTcula, which had not seen
an anemone for 76 days, in a basin with many anemones (4 anemone 1, 7
anemone 4, 3 anemone 2, 1anem0l1e 5). The result was quite different from
what I expected~ The fishes at once started diving into and swimming between
the anemones and there was no question of a lost immunity. This was also the
case with a male and female PTemnas biaculeattls which had lived in Batavia

for about 176 days and 14 days respectively. Young Plotosus, which were put
in the aquarium in these same days, were captured by the anemones as soon as
they came in contact with them. - As far as I could make out young dam
selfishes, seeking anemones, at once' come 1n contact with them, without having
any noxious influence from the poison; but I am not quite sure about this.

As far as these observations allow of a conclusion, we may say that it is

not very probable that the fishes need an uninterrupted contact with their ane-

,.
«
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mones to. keep themselves immune; neither is it made probable by what we
have learned, that the fishes need their anemones as a soUtce of food. It must,
however, be remarked, that even 176 days of aquarium life are not sufficient
to warrant the condusion that the immunity of the fishes is fJn inherited one.
More experiments in this direction are necessary; they are in progress in the
Onrust Aquarium now and will cover a long period.

Before leaving this subject I must not forget mentioning an observation
• of December, 2, 1929. I already described how a male of Pr'emnas biaculeatus

succeeded in finding one specimen of anemone 5 between a large number ;f
other anemones. This male - as already stated - had been in Batavia for 176

days. On December, 30, it had been for some hours in another basin and had
been in contact there with an anemone for a short time. Now" after having found
the specimen of anemone 5, the fish started at once with a very remarkable be
haviour. It took the tentacles of its newly obtained anemone in its mouth the
one after the other, without biting them off, however, but onl]! to let them
slip and take another and still another one. The whole proceeding suggested
that it was eating the mucus covering the -tentacles and nothing else; I counted
the fish treating about 30 tips of tentacles in this way, but it thereafter coJ;!
titlued its work for a long time and may have treated some hundreds of them.
Such an observation makes one hesitate to assume that the fish can do quite well
without its anemone.

We noW have to see in how far the anemone may profit by ~he presence
of the fishes.

1. The fishes are constantly removing the water from the neighbourhood
of the anemone and rubbing the latter. I already treated this point in some
detail. It appears not very probable that the anemone often owes its life to this
behaviour of the fishes. Only when conditions are very bad will the fishes be of
some influence in this respect. Already the fact that specimens of anemones 1
and 3 may occur without fishes in nature, shows that these anemones can do
without them. I .do not deny the possibility, however, tha.t the anemones are
under better conditions when helped by the fishes than when they are not.
It even must be very probable, that the constant moving about of the fishes is
advantageous to them. The experiments in the Onrust Aquarium are not con
clusive on this point: anemone 5 lived without a fIsh from 19 II to 2 XII, 1929,
after which period it did rather well, another specimen of anemone 5 lived from
30 Nov. 1929 to now, Nov. 1930. Anemone 5 doubtless is one of the most exacting
species of the anemones here treated. On the other hand SLUITER'Sobservations
seem to have shown the contrary. SLUITERsays concerning anemones of A. percula

(I translate in English): "I could keep alive these anemones only a short time,
at most 15 days, without the fishes; some I}nemones with fishes, however, have
now already been living in my aquarium six months and they look as healthy
as when I got them from the reef" (SLUITER,1887). Though SLUITERdid not
mention these observations in his paper of 1888, his statement is so positive, that
we cannot neglect it. - It may be that the conditions in the Onrust AquariuDl
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are so favourable that fishless anemones remain alive quite well; whereas
SLUI'fER'Saquaria offered somewhat less favourable conditions so that his
anemones died when deprived of their fishes.

2. The fiShes remove the waste products of the anemones. Generally
speaking this must be of very little advantage to the anemone. One can imagine,
however, that under unfavourable circumstances, when the anemones produce
much waste matter and when they have only little oxygen at their disposal,
tQe anemones may profit somewhat by the presence of the fishes in this respect.

3. The hShes give the anemones food. This is another point, of which it
is difficult to estimate the real value. BOSCHMA, TRENDELENBURGand others .seem
to me to have shown 1) that corals and-anemones use part of their zooxanthellae
as food. BOSCHMA oomes to the conclusion that they prefer animal food, but that
they digest their zooxanthellae when animal food is not available. Now, the
quantity of 'Plankton present in tropical seas is notably small. The animaillfood
large reef anemones catch must be of very little importance. The fact, however,
that they prefer animal above vegetab:e matter may show that they need a
certain amount of animal food for their well being. This animal food, in those
oases where the anemones are inhabited by larger damselfishes, is partly
furnished by the latter and one may assume that these fishes are of real value

to their host. As far as we may conclude from the observations present, the.
anemones in the Onrust Aquarium throve best when theX were fed from time to
time. Obsewations over a longer period are necessary, however, to prove this
de!initely; such observations are now in progress in the Onrust Aquarium. - It
should not be overlooked, however, that the small anemone fishes,' Amphiprion
perc~da and A. akallopisus, as far as could be made out, never feed their
anemones, and yet the latter thrive.

Recapitulating the points of interest we see that: the fishes depend on
the anemone for protection, which is already rendered probable by the
fact that they never o{)cur without them in nature; that we do not know
whether the fishes need part of the anemones as food (or for immunisation);
that it is probable that the movements of the fishes are advantageous to the
anemone, especially when the latter is in poor condition; that we do not know
whether the clearing of waste proqucts by the fishes is advantageous to the
anemones.; that finally the anemones, which are fed by the fishes, probably
profit much by. the presence of the fishes in this respect. The difficulty oi
pronouncing a definite opinion .on the question, whether both partners take ad
vantage of their living together, is still enhanced by the fact that there are
different grades in the closeness of the association in the different species, and
by the peculiar case of the association in Premnas-anemone 5.

Premnas, as far as we know, does not accept other anemones than number
•

') I am cautious in choosing my words because YONGE in his preliminary
reports on the work of the Great Barrier Reef expedition has ·communicated that
according to his findings zooxanthellae are not used as food by the corals, though
they are used as such by Tridacna.
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5 1). It feeds its host, though in a less devoted manner than polymnus. But

moreover Premnas helps its anemone in another way. Iafready remarked that
Preinnas seems to be the only damselfish showing a strong preference for

holes and that this may be the reason for its close associati5n with anemone

&: This anemone inhabits deep holes in and between the cor.als. One often
wonders how these holes came into being. For they may be pel'pendicular holes

in living colonies of Poritid and Astraeid corals, which may ~be more than half
a metre deep. Now, in the Onrust Aquarium, it was quite interest~ng to see hQ,w
Premnas, shortly after having been brought into the ba13in, deepened out a hole
under its anemone by loosening pieces of coral shingle of the tank bottom

with its mouth, removing them to a small dis.tance and depositing them there.

Later on, when a piece of coral, on which an anemone was' attached, wa~ laid
down near the anemone of Premnas, the large female Premnas picked it up and

rerrfuved it in the same manner. This behaviou~ was repeated several times and
could be studied at length. I therefore am inclined to concll'i.de that it is

Premnas which deepens out already existing small holes in the large colonies
of corals, in which anemone 5· has settled.

If all such facts concerning the care of the damselfish for its anemofle

(rubbing, cleaning, feeding, digging) are taken into account, we may - it seems
to me - only conclude that the presence of the fish (at least in the case 'of the

larger species) must be of advantage to the anemone and that both partners

profit by their association.
, f •

So, in 9onclusion of this chapter, we may return to the question we put
at the beginning. What is the nature of the associatiOn? - vVe may answer then

that in the small Amp. percula the association rnay perhaps be arranged between

something like commensalism and true symbiosis, though the facts perhaps can

also be interpreted as indicating bare commensalism, indic.ating by this word

that one. of the partners takes advantage of the association without it being

noxious to the other. In the case of Premnas, however, we have - to my mind at
least ~ an example of very true symbiosis, using that term for that kind of

association between two different species, in which at least one of these organisms

is unknown to live independently (mutualism). I think we are dealing here with
one of the most ideal and most remarkable. instances of true symbiosis one may
imagine. I add once more that this is only a confirmation of SLUITER'Sconolusions
in 1888.

CDMPARISONOF THIS CASEOF SYMBIOSISWI'I'H SOME OTHERS.

It is worth while to compare this case of symbiosis with some others,
which are no less remarkable.

In dealing with the association between anemones and fishes it is interesting

to compare what is known about symbiosis of fishes on one and of anemones
on the other hand.

1) See, however, note on page 319.
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Of the cases of association between fishes and other animals one of the

most remarkable and closest is doubtless the symbiosis existing between the

Scorpaenoid fish Minous inermis ALCOCKand the hydroid Podocoryne (Stylactis)
minous (ALCOCK) (vide GUDGER,1928). The fish bears the hydroid on its body,

especially on the shoulderregion and the parts back of the peotorals and the

forwardly placed pelvic fins as far as the vent. Whereas all 31 specimens of
M. inermis,which are known, bear the hydrozoon, the hydroid till now has

n,ot been found whhout its fish, so that it is quite probable, that we are dealing•
with a case of true syn1biosis here. However, we do not know any particulars

about the life-history of the symbionts. - For further oases of association

between fishes and Hydrozoa vide GUDGER1928; none of these cases seems to
relate to true symbiosis.

I pass over the other cases of fishes living in association with other

organisms (fishes in sponges or in medusae, Syngnathus a.nd Fierasfer in iIolo
thurians, Fierasfer in starfishes and oysters, Apogonichthys strombi in Strombus
gl:gas, vide DEAR, Vol. 3, p. 395) without discussing them, as ne>..'t to nothing
is known about their life-history and the closeness of their associatioJl. All these

(lases do not teach us anything in connection with the fo.regoing chapters.
Of the examples of symbiosis between sea anemones and other animals

the rtlOst classic one is the case of symbiosis between anemones and hermit

crabs. Much less -common is the symbiosis between anemones and crabs, though
especially here we find cases of great interest: Stenorhynchus phalangium and

Ahernonia sulcata, Hepatus chilensis and Antholoba reticulata, Lybia and
Polydectus and Bunodeops,is, Dorippe facchino and Cancrisocia expansa. Final

ly we have to mention the symbiosis between sea anemones (Stoichactis) and

the shrimps Ancylocaris brevicarpalis SCHENKELand Thor discosomatis KEMP.
Of these cases Stenorhynchus phalangium PENN. lives with its anemone

(Anemonia sulcata PENN.) (THOMSON,1923) in about the same way as ,the dam
selfishes live with theirs. The crab "takes up its position close to the column

wall of the anemone, so as to be more or less concealed by the tentacles, only the
rostrum and the first pair of walking legs being visible from above, whilst the

legs of the fourth pair may reach backwards to grasp the anemone. But at time8,

and especially when disturbed, the qrab climbs backwards right on to the crown
of the anemone; and one specimen, a female bearing eggs repeatedly worked

its way right under the base of the anemone, so that only the tip of the
rostrum and the limbs could be seen. The anemone makes no attempt to seize
the crab, but if the crab dies its body is soon lifted up and devoured." As

all specirnens of Stenorhynchus observed behaved in quite the same manner
and as the crab must be immune to the poison of the anemone, there is no doubt

that we are dealing here with a case of true symbiosis, quite comparable with

that of the damselfishes. Anemonia sulcata, like the reef anemones of this paper,
is diurnal, Stenorhynchus, however, seems to be more nocturnal than diurnal.

Food which is being found by the crab and brought to its shelter to be devoured,
may be taken by the tentacles of the anemone, and the latter eats it. This

..
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may be an indication that, in Amphiprion and Premnas too, the "feeding" of the
anemone originated as a bringing food to the place of shelter. The undigested
remains, given back by Anemonia sulcata, are eaten by the crab, just as in the
case of the damselfishes; (.

The association between anemones and shrimps does not differ much from
these cases. One of the specimens of anemone 1 living in the Onrust Aqua
rium is inhabited by such an animal 1). Just as in the case of Stenorhynchus,.
and damselfishes the chief advantage the anemone offers seems to be that of,
protection. The shrimp is most of the day walking about on the sand bottom of
the basin close around the anemone, searching for food among the detritus
matter all the while, and only now and then walking over the tentacks of..
the anemone. Though it is able to do this, it prefers walkin~6 over the eolumn-
wall, whence it may go down to the sandbottom to use the columnwall as a
retreat. This animal surely does not feed its anemone nor is it probable that
it depends for food on the anemone; it only depends on the la,tter 'for retreat.

'Ve now come to cases where the anemones do not remain at one and the

same place but are transported by th~ crustacean. Of these cases the association
of Hepatus chilensis and Antholoba reticulata (BURGER,.1903) be mentioneu
first. Antholoba is r'arely found' on immovable object.s as stones or bivalves;
it is nearly always attached to moving organisms: Pecten or shells of Purpura

inhabited by a Pagurid. Most of the time, however, at least there where crab
and anthozoon inhabit the same region, the anemone is attached .to H epatus

chilensis. Of 60 specimens of this crab collected by BURGER,only four w~r~
without their anemone. From these facts follows that both animals can live

independently, and it is of great interest to know something more about the
nature of their association. As it must be impossible for Pecten to put an
anemone on its shell, the possibility exists that the anemones in this case search
for moving objects and that they attach themselves to the crab too. This,
indeed, ~fter BURGER'Sobservations seems to be case. "Einige Stunden spater,
hatte sich diese Actinie mittels ihrer Fussscheibe an das Bein einer Krabbe

geheftet und hielt dasselbe wie eine Zange so fest umklammert, dass der Krebs
die Seerose mit sich herumschleppen musste. Wahrend der Nacht erklomm die
Actinie den Riicken del' Krabbe. Denselb~n Vorgang habe ich noeh zweiIMI
verfolgt" .

Coming to cases where anemone and crab are regular associates, we have
Lybia, bearing specimens of Bltnodeopsis prehensa in its clav...s. Here the meaning
of the association is quite clear, the anemone being used as a weapon. The
chelipeds of Lybia tesselata are especially "adapted" to this bearing of actiniae.
- Another actinian bearing ci'ab is Dorippe facchl:no. We are dealing here with
the representative of a genus, the peculiar build of which is closely related
with its manner of bearing something on the back. In the case of D. facchino

this is a small bivalve shell, Tellina or the like [according to ORTMANN(see also

') As I did not yet succeed in catching other specimens, I do not know the

Dame .of this species, but we are probably dealing with Ancylocans brevica1·palis.

,
c
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STEBBING,p. 136) sometimes a mangrove leaf] on which an anemone is attached.
ALCOCK(1896, p. 279' remarks on this crab: " I have rarely found it without
a protective bivalve shell and sea-anemone".

In all the eases mentioned above we are dealing with some form of as
sociation, in which it seems probable that the anemone plays a defensive role,
whereas ·it is indifferent to the association whether the anemone remains in

its place, attaches itself to other animals or is attached to other organisms
b~-these orgl:tnism's themselves. From the fact that in most, if not in nearly all
cases the an~mone may be found without its partner, whereas the latter
does not or rarely occur without its anemone, we may conclude that the
protection given by the anemone is the essential point of the association. We
came to the sameClConclusion in relation to the damselfishes.

The classic instances of symbiosis we find, of course, in the association
between anemones and hermit crabs. -Hermit crabs, -indeed, possess- this instinct
of associating~ themselves with other organisms very strongly developed. They
are known (vide BALSS, 1927) to live in symbiosis with sponges (Suberites,

Ficnlma), Actinians (see below), Zoanthicls (Epizoanthns, Ralythoa), Hydrozoa
(Hydractinia, Hydrissa), Bryozoa (Conopettm, Cellepora), which are all attached
to the shell they inhabit; moreover inside the 'shells may live Planarians (Em,

prostlJpharynx, Euprosthiostomnm, Stylochns) or Polychaets (N e7'eis, N ereilepas).

In most of these -cases, in which the associate is attached to the gastropod
shell of the hermit crab, there is no doubt that here again the protection the
as~ociate affords to its host is tne essential point of the association. In H ydrac

tinia the defensive polyps ci the colony occur along the opening of the gastropod
shell alone (HESSE-DoFLEIN,p. 269), for Sltberites domuncnla living in symbiosis
with Eupagu1'Us cuanensis THOMPSON(= lucasi HELLER) POULTONhas shown
that it is wildly rejeoted by certain fishes, when pieces of it are given to them
as food.

The association of hermit crabs and sea anemones may show 'the most
different degrees of closeness. ,,1m ursprlinglichen Falle, del' del' haufigste ist,
ist die Vergesellschaftung del' beiden Pa.rtner noeh eine losere. Dieselbe Acti
n-ienart lebt mit den verschiedensten Paguridenarten zusammen und umgekehrt
kann auch eine Paguridenart sieh mit den verschiedensten Actinienspezies
nrgesellschaften" (BALss, p. 968). Pagllristes oculatus, according to BRUNELLI,
may be found associated with Actinia. eqll-ina, though this species is wellknown
to live independently (compare the case of Stenorhynchus phalangium and
Anemonia sulcata). Adamsia rondelet'ii may be found associated with Eupagurus

(Paguru.-s, Paguristes) bemhardns, arrosor, deformis, maculatus, striatu.-s, ana

choretus, cnanensis, and perhaps others. In other cases, however, the association
is so close that crab and anemone rarely assoqi'ate with other anemones or crabs.
The classic instance, the symbiosis betwel3n Eupaguru.-s prideauxi and Adamsl:a

palliata, is so wellknown that it may be superfluous to mention detaiLs l)~ To

_ ') It be remarked here that FAUROT, whose paper is not to be got in Batavia,
seems to have found this anemone associated with Pagurus striatus and Eupagurus
excavatus.
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us it is of interest that cr.ab and anemone are only to be found without each
other when very young 1). The crab itself loosens the"' anemone from the
bottom and attaches it to its shell. When later it removes to another shell

the anemone is transplanted. The anemone seems alWlays to be~attached in such
a position that its mouth is in the neighbourhood of the mouth of its host 2).

Structurally and functionally the anemone differs from related ones, in relation
with its association. That anemone and crab cannot live without each other is
a false statement of even the most recent handbooks, see, e.g., COTTE, p. 5-12.•

~.

In other Pagurids, where the association is probably little less close, we
find somewhat different conditions. Both Pagurus deformis and P. asper DE

HAAN in the Philippines (COWLES, 1919) "almost invariably carry two different
. kinds of sea anemones on their shells; one, a large greyish brown form us'ually
on the sides and another, mucl~ smaller, almost colorless form usually on the
underside of the mollusk shell below the protruding head of the crab." Diogenes

edwardsii (DE HAAN) bears the anemone on its cheliped. Pagttropsis typica

HENDERSON bears its anemone (Mammilifera) as a hat on its back, without
using a shell; uropods and 4. pereiopods bear stJilets and chelae respectively,
which are used to attach the anemone. ~

It will, however, be unnece'ssary to enlarge on further details concerning
the symbiosis between hermit crabs and their anemones. For the sake 'of com
parison one is tempted to mention COTTE'S comparison of the association Adamsia

palliata-Eupagurus prideauxi with the association between Adamsi~ rondeletii

and some of its crabs, especially as COTTE'S psychological reasoning is quite
attractive. In reading such papers one becomes mclined to say that what
Premnas is for its anemone among the damselfishes, Eupagurus prideauxi is for
Adamsia palliata among hermit cr,abs.

When now the assooiation between hermit crabs and their anemones as a

whole is compared with that between damselfishes and their anemones, we
find close resemblance in the nature of the symbiosis. There is no doubt that in
hermit crabs too - notwithstanding the contrary ,assertions ~ the protection
given by the anemone is the essential part of the association. It is true that
ORTON has described how Labrus bergylta may seize a claw of the hermit crab
and shake the crab out of its shellhouse .without touching the anemone and
COTTE (p. 13) too says that" Ad. palliata n'empeche pas les serrans de s'attaquer
a Eup. Prideauxi". This only shows, however, that the crab is eagerly eaten.
We already saw that there are fishes which like to eat anemones; this does nut

') "Marion fait observer cependant que vel'S 200-250 metres de profondeur,
dans nos eaux, Eup. Prideauxi n'est plus qu'un animal nain, decolore et souvent prive
de son actinie" (COTTE, p. 9).

') ORTON has called attention to the fact that Adamsia rondeletii, when there
is food on the bottom, is trailed about by its host, with its disc flat on the ground
behind the hermitcrab. According to OR'iON the anemone is never sitting in a vertical
position with its disc beautifully expanded, as in most drawings. See, ihowever,the
description of this .case of symbiosis by BROCK (1927, especially p. 219~, most of whose
drawings have. been made after photographs. In any case ORTON'S remarks cannot
be said to hold for Adamsia palliata and some other species'.; According to COTT!:
(p. 90) Adamsia palliata is always attached to the ventral side of Eup. prideauxi.
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prove, howeve~, that -the Adamsia species and other anemones are not poisonous;
see page 325-326. POULTONhas shown that pieces of Adamsia, fed to "aquarium
fishes" (abstract in Zoologischer Bericht, VoL 5, abstr. 642), when swallowed, are
at once rejected.<>J\1oreoverother observations show that the anemone indeed does
protect its crab, see,' e.g., EISIG'S .observation in HESSE-DoFLEIN(p, 271). And
I refer once more to the experiments of COSMOVICIand CANTACUZEME.- As
with ditmselfishes it is PIobable that the movements of the crabs are advan
tl}geousto the anemone, especially when the latter is in poor condition. - It is..
improbable that the clearing of waste products through the crabs is advantageous
to these anemones, as they are not sessile animals like the anemones of damsel
fishes. - It is very probable that the anemones which are indirec.tly or directly
fed by the crabs, p:ofit much by their association with the latter. They are fed
indirectly when - comp-are ORTON'Snote on Adarnsia rondeletii - they are
trailed over the bottom with expanded disc or when (as certainly will be caBe in
other species) they feed on the food of the crab (oompme Stenorhynchus
Anernonia sulcata). They are fed directly if WORTLEY'Sstatements in 'this res

pect are trus.tworthy: "WORTLEYhas reported that the hermit crab when feeding
f;llay transfer pieces of food with its pincers to the sea anemone, but this
behaviour has not been observed by me nor, so far as I know, by other
work~s. In fact the accur,acy of \iVORTHLEY'Sobservation has been doubted"
(by EISIG, vide COWLES,p. 84). Taking into account the behaviour of dam
selfishes, it. may be quite possible that this statement is true and that here
too fishes and crabs are colleaglles. - Finally hermit crabs, when hungry, seem
to eat anemones lBROCK,1927,p. 2] 2). - All in all ,ve may conclude that the
association with anemones of both damselfishes and hermit crabs is based on

the same "principles". In comparing details we find that the closeness of the
association differ's as much among the different species of hermit crabs and their
anemones, as it differs among the species of damselfishes. This is, to my mind,
not the least interesting finding in the above comparison. It strengthens the
resemblance bet,veen the two associations here treated.

THE PROPAGATIONOF THEFISHES.

As stated before the two damselfishes inhabiting an anemone are male and,
female. In Amphiprion ephippiurn and probably also in akallopisus and polymnus

they have approximately the same size, in A. perc:ulaand Premnas biaculeatus,
however, they differ considerably in size, the female being the larger. I give
here the maximum sizes in mm. The figures in brackets indicate the numbers

, sexedand measured; only large individuals were dealt with.

Sex
Prernnas

biaculeatus "

156 (4)

107 (3)

Amphiprion
pe1'cula

77 (13)

60 (12)

,.
c
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As may be seen from the figures given above in P;emnas especially the
difference between male and female is strongly pronounc~d, so that one may

find couples in which the female is thrice as large as the male.
Doubtless male and female often match for life. In some I1laces the couples

live so isolated that one looks in vain for more than one couple on a large
stretch of reef. For that reason alone it must be hardly possible for the fishes
in such places to find another mate in case they leave each other. But also in
pl.aces where damselfishes are very common, it is undoubtedly the rule for tpe
two partners of a couple to remain together, as they rarely leave their anemone.
Moreover observations on the reef, insofar they go, confirm this supposition. The
great variability in Premnas makes it possible to recognize individual specimens
by the size of their white bands. A certain couple on the veef of Onrust' now
is known to have inhabited a certairi anemone for several months already 1)

though many other specimens of Premnas live quite close to them and an ex
change of specimens would be easily possible. Lastly, the fightillg instincts of
these fishes agaInst other specimens of the same sex must, as in all typical
monogamic animal species, be a strong means to keep the pairs together.

Although then, a male and a female remain together all the year rouml,
propagation is apparently restricted to certain periods of the year. In this con
nection the different species probab,ly show some differences. It may be rem'urked,
however, that the available data were all furnished by the fishes in the Onrust
Aquarium and that only for A. percula the observations have been cilnfirmed by
observations made in the sea.' •

Premnas biaculeatus, A. ephippium and A. pe1'cula with their anemones were
brought into the Onrust Aquarium on January, 24th, 1929. They throve quite well
and in the second half of April and the beginning' of May, 1929,..it was discovered
that they all had produced young ones. On April 18, a small number of young A.
percula were discovered in the water near the surface and one single young A.

ephippium was found in one of the anemones of its tank; on M,ay 5, a young

') In connection with this couple I should like' to ask whether assortative
mating, said to occur in birds (Stercorarius) occurs in fishes. Specimens of Premnas
biaculeatus with very broad white patches instead of the ordinary bands are rare.
Now, this couple showed the remarkable peculiarity that male as well as female
showed broader white patches than all other .Premnas which I got sight of. It is,
perhaps, not quite impossible that this peculiarity developed on account of certain
properties of the anemone in which both fishes lived. But it is certainly much more
probable that the size of the white spots is discriminated by the individuals of this
species and that they show a preference for similarly coloured congeners.

Of course assortative mating is known to occur in lower animals: Paramecium,
the nudibranch Ch1'omodo1"is zebra, the Amphipods Ga11'!1Y1'!aruslocusta and Dikel'o
gammarus jasciatus, see CROZIER & SNYDER (1923). But here the question is quite
different: it is chiefly due to the fact that the m'utual fitting of two individuals,
requisite for conjugation or copulation, is mechanically possible only or at least
best possible when the sizes of the two individuals stand in a certain relation to
each other. In those animals, however, "where a definite colour or a certain colour
pattern is concerned in the assortment, a psychic factor seems to be the leading
one, constituting a point of study of much interest.

Perhaps, however, another possibility is not wholly negligible: that male and
female in the above mentioned case were young of' one and the' same brood in other
words were brother and sister. '

,.
•
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Premnas was found in'the anemone inhabited by its parents. As will appear futher
onthe young fishes in the anemones must have hatched from eggs laid about three
weeksbefore, i.e. about the end of March and medio April or earlier. A. percula
thenwent on propagating, one brood following the other, as will be described further
on,for several niibnths. A. ephippium and Premmas, however, gave only two other
broodsand then ceased breeding. Premnas gave (as stated) its first brood probably
aboutm'edio April or earlier, a second brood appeared on May 6th, a third on June
4th and 5th. A. ephippium probably produced its first brood at the end of March,
a second brood at the-end of April, a third on June 2nd '). It ig, of much\ interest
thlltwe find here ~bout simultaneous spawning in two species,. which suggests that
their spavming may have been influenced by external factors.

If these observations give us an idea of the conditions in nature, we may
perhapsconclude tbfLt the larger Premnas biaculeatus and Amphiprion ephippium

havea distinct b~eeding period, in which they produce several broods, whereas the
smallA. percula propagates during a large part of the year. Such' a differynce
inbreeding benaviour in related species is quite possible. If we restrict ourselves
tothe neighbourhood of Batavia 2) we find that the milkfish (banijeng, bango),
Chanos chanos (FORSK.), as is wellknown, spawns twice a year, viz., during
t~eturning of the monsoons, in March-April and September-November (see, for
instance,VANKAMPEN);whereas Prof. DELSMANpermits me to mention that he
found.the eggs of two species of the Clupeid genus Stolephorus all the year
round; as to birds Prinia inornata (subsp. blythi), Streptopelia bitorquata and
Geopelia st1;iata breed periodically, whereas Prinia familiaris and Streptopelia
chinensis (subsp. tigrina) may 'be found breeding all the year round (SODY,
1926 and 1930); as to crs.bs I found that Sesarma taeniolata probably is a
periodical spawner, whereas S. bataviana seems to spawn all the year round
(VERWEY,1930b).

Possibly only during 'that time of the year in which they breed (April
June: shifting of the monsoon) the temperature of the water is high enough
to influence the larger damselfishes in this respect, either directly or perhaps
indirectly(larger food quantity). More observations, however, are needed before
wehave sufficient evidence for this opinion.

Mature damselfishes, especially during the breeding period, are very activ\::o
Every now and then male and female, in returning to each other after their
very short excursions, bite each other in the flank, turn around each other
in excitement, etc. In these disputes the larger animal, i.e. the female, takes
the initiative, at least in so far as percula and Premnas, with their large
differencesin size, are concerned. Very conspicuous behaviour, in which especial-

') Again, in 1930, the same pair of Amphiprion ephippium laid eggs in the
secondhalf of March, medio April and about medio May, thus showing a second
year in which propagation took place during the tra,nsition period of the monsoons
in spring ollliy. See postcript on p. 348.

') We m u s t do this because geographically distinct countries, with their
differept climates, may show differences in this respect. So the milkfish, Chanos
chanos, in the Philippine, Islands, according to HERRE& MENDOZA,spawns once only,
from the middle of April until at its latest the early part of July, in Java twice
a year. SODYstates that Geopelia striata which in West-Java (13uitenzorg) breeds
periodically,in East-Java breeds during a large part of the year.
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ly the male indulges, is the biting of the substrate in close proximity of the
anemone by the fishes. This habit we might call the symbol of parental care
of the brood, as will follow from particulars furtheron.

The observations which now follow nearly all deal with A1"?Jphiprion percula

and now and then only I shall be able to give some notes on the other species.
I first mention in chronological order the principal events of the life-history of
A. percula as these have been observed in the Onrust Aquarium .

April,

May

"

June
"
"
"
','

July

August

"
"

"

..

18 - A number of very small young in the water near t~e surface .•
24-25 - About 12 young in the anemone, others in the water.

30 - + 40 young ones, near the surface, hatched at an earlier date.
Young of April, 18th, in the anemone.

2 - The young of April 30 still in the water, about 15 fishes of diUerent
sizes (young of April 18) in the anemone. ~

5,- The greate.r part of the fishes of April, 30th, sUll swim near the
surface, some of them, however, are in the anemone.

6 - Many of the fishes of April, 30th, in the a:i1emon~, only a small
nuniber of them near the surface.

7 - All the young have taken shelter in the anemone, there are about
5-0 in all. ~

9-10 - As on the 7th. Now and again a single young fish hunts in tWe
water above the anemone.

2 - + 10 young ones in the water near the surface.
6 - About 4 young ones of June 2 still alive.
7 -. All the young have disappeared.
9 - Eg'gs with large larvae.

10 - Eggs have hatched.
23 - Another time eggs with large larvae .•
24 - Eggs have hatched.
27 - Young of June 24 still swim near the surface. About 180' eggs,

quite undeveloped, deJ;osited during the ~ight of 26 to 27.
4 -- During the night the eggs have hatched.
5 - About 20 young ones alive.

9 - All young of July 4 have disappeared. Night of 8/9 the fishes
have spawn again. There are about 180<-200eggs.

15 - Night 14/15 the young have hatched.
19'- All young of July, 15th, have disappeared.
20 - During night 19/20 the fishes have spawn. There are about 250-300

eggs.
27 - The eggs have hatched.
31-. There are eggs again; number unknown.

7 - The eggs have hatched. There are also a small number of young
of July 27, which still swim in the water.

9 - Young of July 27 and August 7 still swimming.
10 - A number of the young of August 7 arid a few young of July 27

are still there. The latter show a white collar at least froni August
9 onward.

14 - As August 10. ~
15 - Night of 14/15 the fishes have spawn.
17- As 14 and 10.

19 - The young of July 27 and August 7 have disappeared.
22 - The eggs of August 15 have hatched.
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September

"

"
"

3 - There are. eggs, but they may have been there during some days
alrea<\y.

5 - The young have hatched, so the eggs must have been laid on
August 28/29.

10 - T~le fishes have spawn (9/10 Sept.).
18- There are young, but possibly they ·have hatched at an earlier date.
21- A number of young swim below the surface. These young disappear

afte:r some da.ys, except perhaps one single individual.

"
"

Now there comes a period of rest, which may have had something to do with
changes of the-~weather during the shifting of the monsoons.

November 14 - Night m.j14 thlO.fishes have spawn.
21 - Night 20/21 the eggs have hatched.
24.- The .,fishes have spawn (possibly already the night before). A

sm'all number of young of Nov. 21 are stilI !llive. There are about
200 eggs.

25-26 - There are approximately .9 young fishes from the hatch of Nov.' 21.
27 -!About 3 young of 21 still alive, swimming in the water.
28 - All young of Nov. 21 have disappeared.
30 - The eggs of Nov. 24 have hatched.

December 2 - A small number of young of Nov. 30 are stiII alive.
,) 8 - These young have disappeared.

~
Th'1'ough a misunderstanding of the boy, who took care of the aquarium work,

the female of this pair on Dec. 2 was captured and together with specimens of
Amphiprion perc1fla brought to Batavia. On December 8 the mistake was discovered
and.,the female, being recognizable ,by her large size and dark colour, brought back.
This shock, however, effected the animal so strongly, that further spawning did
not take place until the end' of February.

I have to remark yet that the young ones which went into the anemone during
the latter half of April and the first half of May - there could be counted about
44 of them - nearly all disappeared and that in October only two had survived,
which had about the same size as the male of the pair which had produced' them.
Further one young, born probably on. September 5, survived. These three young ones,
besides their parents, were the only survivors of several thousands of young bo.rn
in the aquarium at the end of 1929.

I described how the. excitement of the damselfishes increases when the
broodis coming and that then especially the small male shows a very remark
able behaviour, which I called the symbol of parental care of the brood. It
consistsof picking or biting the wall of the tank (coral rock) in close proximity
of the anemone at a certain place and results in cleaning the latter from algae,
other org,anisms, detritus, etc. The p Iace i n que s t ion i s c Ie a n e d
for the pur p 0- S e 0- f d e p 0- sit i n g the egg she r e. These eggs, in
twoof the instances above about 200, once 250-300, are fastened to the cleaned
spotby way of the ligament they possess at one extremity. They form a compact
mass on a single level in such a way thnt the brood consists of a patch of
about5 X 3 em. The brood in nearly all the eleven cases mentioned was attached

at one and the same spot, on the wall of the tank next to the foot of the
anemone,at a distance of about 2-5 em from the latter. Only in one or two

•

,.
(
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instances the brood was attached to another place, on the opposite side of the
anemone. Once the foot of the anemone had placed itself on the eggs.

The eggs were always laid during the night, so that actual spawning has
not been observed. DELSMAN(1929) has called attention tq, the remarkable
fact that in most tropical fishes, the propagation of which he had the oppor
tunity to study, spawning takes place at about 10 or 11 o'clock in the night,
regardless of the phases of the moon or the time of the year.

Both parents take care of the brood, though the greater. part of the work
is done by the small male, the female being much more mobile; only every
now and then it returns to its brood to wave its pectorals or clean the eggs.
In dealing with the courtship behaviour we saw that the female is the wooer,
being the most active, whereas the male is the one showing more true "female
ness". During the work of broodcare the female shows little devotion, whereas
the male takes care of the eggs very assiduously. Prof. DELSMAN'has the kindness..
to remind me that this is the usual course of events with fishes and am-

. ,
phibians. We moreover have a p~allel here with those species of birds in
which the female is the larger, and more beautiful than the male, as in Turnix,
a number of Limicolae and some others; with these too the female is active in
display and fighting, whereas the male takes care of the brood. II-

During all the time the eggs are there the male does not leave the anemone.. (

and it even remains nearly all the time on that side of the anemone where the
eggs are fastened. His work seems to be two-fold: 1. taking care that the
anemone hides the eggs, 2. cleaning the eggs ,<tndperhaps renewing the w~.ter
in their neighbourhood. The way in which the anemone is dealt with is the
same as that in which anemones in bad condition 'are treated, which has· been
described before. It appears that the fishes have it in their power to "direct"
the anemone by rubbing against it or biting it, etc. This results into the anemone
always covering the eggs, in hanging over them with one side, the tentacles
fully hiding the surrounding of the place in question 1). The cleaning of the eggs
takes place by picking away detritus, Ol'ganisms, etc. with the mouth. It consti
tutes a very important part of the parental care of the brood and by this
instinct even a large part of the wall surrounding the eggs is cleaned. As soon
as there are no longer eggs, as in the' end of December 1929, the instinct is no
longer at work and the wall around the foo(, of the anemone is rich in growth of
foreign organisms; I lay stress on this because at first I thought that perhaps the
anemone, by means of its mucus, could clean the bottom around itself. - Re
freshing the water is perhaps the result of a movement of waving of the fins
(especially of the pectorals) above the eggs. I mention it here only, however,
because it plays a part in the care of the brood of other fishes and not because
the movements in question cannot have another result. All these manifestations
of care of the brood are shown by the male as well as by the female; as already
stat,ed, however, the female in pairing, courtship, etc. is the active partner.
whereas the male especially takes care of the eggs.

') See, however, postscript.

,
(
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The number of broods of the pair of Amphiprion percula in the Onrust
Aquarium is very great, as may be seen from the following summary.

Date oil' hat~hing I Lapse of time between the broods (in days).

April

M~y

June

July

August

Soptember

October

November

about 15.. I---?
som~ days before 30 - More than a month..~ 2 or earlier ±810 1424 10·t

4
1115 1227 11.,

7
8~15 722 145 1318 6421
930

The summary shows that during both shiftings of the monsoons the fishes
ceased spawning and that apparently during the intervening periods, at least
during the east monsoon, the broods follow each other very rapidly, their
number being 11 .in 31j2 months. It remains possible, that the observations
during May were too incomplete to justify the assumption tha,t really no hrood
occurred during that month. In that case no rest would occur during the first
shifting of' the monsoons. This is, however, very improbable.

The lapse of time between two following broods ranges from 7 to 14 days.
As the eggs hatch in 7 days there are never two broods at the same time.
Assuming an average of 200 eggs for the size of one brood, the total number of
eggs produced during the east monsoon amounts to about 2200 which makes
perhaps 5000 eggs a year. This number is large as compared with that of other
fishes with pronounced parental care, nevertheless it is small when the further
behaviour of the young damselfishes is taken into account.

The eggs hatch in 7 days exactly as could be observed six times. As
already set forth the fishes clean them all this time. In all cases they hatched
during the night. Their development forms the subject of a special paper by
Prof. DELSMAN in the same number of th'is volume of Treubia.

As soon as the laJ~vae are free they rise to the surface water and start a
planktonic life. It is quite interesting to see how such planktonic larvae react
to the sight of any object which breaks the continuity of the water surface.

,.
4
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,
(

.using more exact terms we are accustomed to express that in another way:
their reactions are phobic light reactions, i.e. reactions consisting in the retreating
of the fishes before any change in the quantity of light in their surroundings.
The result is that they always remain at a safe distance from 'the walls of the
basin, the tentacles of the anemones near the water surface, other motionless
or moving objects, etc. Such a reaction has been described by BREDER(1929)
for .T enkinsia.

During this surface life the young damselfishes feed on fninute planktonic
organisms and of course are eaten largely themselves. What they febd on exaotly
I do not know;; I suppose that the composition of the surface water in the
tank may be different from that in the sea, as the tank w,ater is pumped up
from somewhat below the sea surface; I therefore did not trouble myself "with

investigations about the contents of the stomach of the tank .fishes.
.,This planktonic life of the young fishes lasts a varying nUIIliberof days.

Generally it appears to end when they get the white band arouli'd their neck.
With the fishes which were found on April 30 this happened from about the
sixth day onward, the eigth day all having disappeared from the surface water.
The young of the brood hatched on Ju~ 27 behaved quite differently. Ther
did not leave the surface water after 12 days but on A'ugust 7, 9, 10 and even
14 a.nd 17 some of them still lived a free-swimming life just below the surface.
This occurred notwithstanding the fact that already on August 7 (or earlier)
they had acquired the white neck band ,and evidently were not slrw in their
development as compared with the young of April 30. The brood of August' 7
was still swimming on August 17. Doubtless the behaviour of the young of
July 27 was abnormal; as all young died, we do not know how long they would
have remained free-swimming.

I know too little about the rearing of young fishes to venture a suggestion as
to the reason of the abnormal behaviour described above. I exclude the possibility
that these young feared the larger damselfishes in the anemone and for that reason
remained near the surface; for it seems much more probable to me that they allowed
themselves to be devoured than that they learned to change their normal instinctive
behaviour and learned to avoid the anemone. Apparently their development was
normal, as after about 10 days th'ey had acquired the white band behind their head.

Perhaps it is possible that some kind of food,,,necessary to their normal behaviour,
'failed.

A second point I do not understand, is the question, where the numerous young
remained which were born in the aquarium but dit not grow up. There are several
possibilities. The most probable assumption is, that they found no ideal conditions
for their growth, presumably through lack of food or because a certain kind of
food was lacking. Even those young, which had reached a fair size, gradually
decreased in number, so that of about 44 young present in the beginning, finally
only 2 were left. - As long as the fishes were quite small, the male Premnas, living
in their tank, may have caught some. M:rs. STEINFURTH once or twice believed she
saw Premnas catching percula. - Perhaps the possibility is not to be excluded
that the old percula themselves ate a number of the young on~s; they were, however,
nelVer seen to do so. - It may also be that many (especiaHy of the larger young
ones) were caught by another animal; there lives, e.g~, a burrowing animal in this
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tank, probably a large Alpheus, which does not leave its holes during the day
but may come out at. night. - Some young may have died because the oJowoxygen
tensioti during the night was unfavourable to them. - Be it what it may close
observation during the day did not reveal the cause of the disapl?earance of the
young fishes and "we will have to await further observations to learn what the cause
of their death has been.

We saw that on the appearance of the white band in the neck the young

I damselfishes, goiilg down to the bottom, begin their search for anemones. The
knowledge of this fact is of much value to us as it explains many questions
relating to the occurrence of a number· of damselfishes of different sizes in one
and the same anemone. Where many fishes go down to the bottom and start
their search for ari~mones, and the latter are rare, many young ones may settle

in one single ane.mone. These young during their planktonic life may have come
from very different places, near and distant, and there may be many malfrs or
many female\) among them. But moreover they come at different intervals
of time and thus the fishes in one anemone may be of very different sizes. I
already mentioned the fact that one single specimen of ant!mone 1 may be
i'lhabited by up to seven or even more Amphiprion percula at the same time.
They always are of different sizes, there mostly being one large individual and
a nur~lber of smaller ones, of decreasing, even of very small, size. The large
individual is a mature female whereas the smaller ones are mature males or

immature ipdividuals. I have found, however, three mature males, without a
fei/lale, in one and the same host-animal and as an exception one may find
two mature females in one host. An explanation of this peculiarity can now
easily be given. The young fishes found with mature ones in one and the same
anemone are not their mvn offspring, but may have come from other reefs at
a great distance. If an isolated anemone is found by three young damselfishes,
all males, it is quite possible that these males remain there a long time, before
they resolve to leave the anemone and search for an other one. If then this one
contains a female a couple will be formed but it is quite as possible that this
anemone already contained a couple or contained another male, so that another
search for a female would be necessary. With the larger damselfishes, with their
strongly developed instinct of maintaining a territory, it will be very difficult
for such wandering specimens to be"tolerated in an anemone which is already •
inhabited by an other individual of their own sex. Moreover these fishes never
appear to be more numerous than their anem<,mes. In the small Amphiprion

percula, however, as already mentioned, the instinct of maintaining a definite.
territory (their anemone) is less strongly developed, so that with these fishes
the perseverence of the one balances that of the other, with the result that in
many anemones of this species a number of fishes occur together. The same may
holdgood for A. akallopisus and for polyrr~nus.

It appears possible that part of these young fishes, which find anemones
inhabited already, as long as they are very small, are eaten by the larger fishes
already present. I have, however, no observations concerning this point. It may •
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also be that young fishes, which find anemones inhabited by another species
of damselfish, are eaten by the latter whereas their congeners do not devour
them. In that case we could understand why the young damselfishe:s always
inhabit the same species of anemone as their parents (compafe page 321). It
is probable that at least part of the small young fishes willingly or unwillingly
is accepted by the older ones of their own kind. These fishes, after having
grown up a little, will become too large to be eaten. Af!er they have reached
a certain size, they are no longer tolerated by the older animals and driven out.
In the aquarium this is not very easy for the parents as the young" cannot leave
the tank and always return to their anemone; as much as possible during the
day, always during the night. As in each of the three tanks of the OnrUist
Aquarium containing Amphiprion percula, A. ephippium and ,Premnas biaculea
tus, two anemones arepresent, the young occupy one of them and.the parents may
restriet themselves more or less to the other. The female of A. percula now and
then visits the second anemone of her tank and may try to drive (;ut the young
there. The couple of A. ephippium has one. anemone especially for its own,
whereas the second one is visited byone of the fishes during a great part of the
day; during these visits the young are driven away. Of Premnas biaculeatWl-,
which always inhabits both anemones, the young disappeared after they had~ .
reached a certain size. There is no doubt that in nature it must be impdSsible
for the young to maintain a place in an anemone inhabited by older animals
already. For even in the aquarium, where the young cannot flee, vre see how
adult A. ephippium and P1'ernnas biaculeatus "keep their anemone free from
older young ones. Nevertheless it is quite interesting to see how even the "furious"
ephippium becomes more or less accustomed to the presence of the young after
many idle efforts, and ceases the violent pursuit, only to attempt weak efforts
now and then. And we understand how in A. percula, with its less pronounced
territorializing instinct the perseverence of the young finally leads to their being
accepted.

The young orange damselfishes (percula) r when newly hatched, look grey.
They are 4 mm long. After some days they get a reddish pink hue. 1already
stated that after. about 12 days they get their first white band, the one around
the neck. They are about 7 mm long then."About a week later they have got
'their second band; a young which is showing a beginning of it measures 7.5 mm,
others which have the second band complete measure 10. mm. After about
another week the third white band makes its appearance; the young then
measure about 12.5 mm. From this time onward they look, though very small,
quite like adult percula. They grow up quite rapidly, the largest young ones
of the brood of April 18 on May 1st measuring 12.5 mm, on May 10th 16
and on June 10th 25 mm. There is a large variation in the size of the white bands,
even on the right and left side of the"'same animal. - We must bear in mind,
however, that all these details were observed on young in the aquariuin and that
in the sea' their growth will be more rapid .

• I do not know at what age young percula get mature, but one of the young

,
(
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probably hatched about medio April, pursued and picked-away another YOlUlg

(hatched medio September) about medio November. And this same young showed
distinct sexual excitement tow:ardsthe large female of its tank (its own mother)
~mNovember ZO or earlier. This awakening of the instinct f01 maintaining a
territory and the appearance of sexual excitement probably shows that 'sexual
maturity was nat far aff in Navember, i.e. abaut 7 manths after hatching.

The yaung af Amphiprion ephip'pium, when newly hatched, loak grey, just
as yaung A. percula. They are af the same size as the latter (4 mm) and larger
than newly hatched Premnas. The size af the braad probably is abaut the same
as that af A. p·ercula (see pastcript). After same time these yaung taa acquire
a white band behind the head, whereas their graundcolaur becames greyishred
(in it yaung af 6 r;tm, which still swims near the surface, the white band is still
missing). It tal.}es same time before a secand white spat appears an the back,
just behind the middle. This spot daes not remain very lang; it disarpears
after perhapl) two. weeks. The white band behind the head remains much langeI';
in farward young it disappears abaut two. months after hatching, but very
gradually, first becaming braken here and there, and finally disappearing al
logether. A yaung which I caught at the Haarlem reef aI}.. March 1st, 1930,
and which shawsthe last remains of it, measures' 55 mm. In backward yaung
ones,"hawever, the band may remain many manths, in ane af the yaung in the
Onrust Aquarium, born in the first half af April, 1929, which, prabably thraugh
lack af sufficient fa ad, remained very small, the white band sWl was present in
May, 1930. Befare the white band has disappeared, the black calaur an the

back may have made its appearance. When it has became distinct the mament
has arrived, at which the fish - thaugh nat at all fullgrawn - is beginning
to mature. Far ane oithe two. yaung af Onrust, prabably hatched in the end af

March, which acquired its black calaur from Navember anward, was then seen
to pursue and bite away the ather (backward) yaung, mentianed abave, which
then still had its white band behind the head.

The yaung af Premnas biaculeatus an hatching are smaller and perhaps
somewhat darker than those of Amphiprion percula and ephippium. They

. measure anly 3.5 mm. The size af the brood, in accardance with the smaller size

of the yaung on hatching, seems +,0. be larger than in the two. ather species.
The braods, hatched an May 6th and June 5th, at least, both cansisted af

many hundreds, perhaps even same thausands af individuals, whereas the braads
of percula and ephippium (anebraod, see p. 348) gave rise to. 200-300

young anly. - These yaung Premnas first get a white band araund the neck,
which is fallawed by the other bands, as in Amphiprion percula. The ground
colour of these yaung anes saon becames cherryred, like that af their parents.

The most interesting point af the pa,rticulars given abave is certainly that .
the colaur patterns af the yaung af all three species pass thraugh the same
stages of develapment; thaugh their parents are calaured quite differently. Am

phiprion ephippium, thaugh with aut a white band when fullgrawn, first gets ane,

,.
(
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then the indication of a second band, finally loses both again. This may serve
to proye the c,lose relation between the speoies here treated.

N.B. As already stated in the footnote on page 339, Amphiprion ephippium
in 1930 laid e/tgs at the same time as in 1929 (see page 339, Milall type), viz.,
about 20 March, about 18 April and about medio May. This time the brood was
found and the behaviour of the fishes studied. The brood was fastened, just as
in A. p81'cula, to the wall of the tank not far from the foot of the
anemone, under a large piece of coral. It probably consisted Of about 300 eggs.. .
One of the fishes assiduously cleaned the eggs, whereas the other did not seem to
take any notice of them. As ephippium shows no sexual difference in appearance,
we can only assume that, as with percula, it is chiefly the male which takes care
of the brood. ~ The time of hatching remained unknown, the •.•young disapp~ared
without having been seen. These observations are a further confirmation of myr
sUPRPsition that propagation in all damselfishes goes on in the same way.

On April, 24th, 1930, I found on the Haarlem reef a couple Qf Amphiprion
polymnus in a large specimen of anemone 2. The anemone also contained a
small young of polymnus. This couple of polymnus has been the' only one in
nature, the brood of which I have detected. Though the eggs themselves wene
invisible to me, the behaviour of the fishes left no doubt as to the point in
question. The anemone was attached to a dead colony of Porites, which i had'
known quite well for many months, as the anemone and its two polymnus were
encountered by me during each visit round the edge of the reef. ,Below, this
rock of Porites showed a small hole. And before'this hole, at some distance frlfuJ
the anemone, one of the two fishes was busily eqgaged "picking" the wall,
the typical movement of cleaning the eggs. It did this quite assiduously, nearly
uninterruptedly. As the other fish did not assist in this work, I assume that, as
with percula, it is here also the male which chiefly takes care of the brood.

These observations are a flwther confirmation of m}' suppositioin that pro
pagation in all damselfishes goes on in the same way.

SUMMARY.

1. Five species of damselfishes occur in the Bay of Batavia: Premnas
biaculeatus (BLOCH), Amphiprion ephippimrt' (BLOCH), A. polymnus (L.), A. per
cula (LACEPEDE), A. akallopisus BLEEKER.

2. They live associated with five or six species of sea anemones.
3. (p. 309-317)). These anemones have each very special ecological wants,

anemone 1 inhabiting lagoons or shallow water only, no. 2 preferring coral growth
in clear water, up to a depth of 6 metres or more, no. 3 open patches of sand or
dead coral from shallow to deeper water (7 m), but never occurring in lagoons,
no. 4 preferring coral or coralrocks in. clear water up to a depth of 8 metres or
more, no. 5 finally living in holes or deep crevices in or between coralrocks. All
these anemones are diurnal and bear large numbers of zoaxanthellae. For parti
culars on their reproduction and young see pages 316-317.

,.
•
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4

5

"

"

4. The anemanes are assaciated with the fishes iI\ the fallawing way:
anemane 1 is inhabited by Amphiprion percula (LACEP.),

" 2 ,A. polymnus (L.),
" 3 •• A. ephippium (BLOCH) (especially when young) and

A. polymnus (L.),
A. percula (LACEP.) and

A. akallopisus BLEEKER,
A. ephippium (BrJocH) and

Premnas biaculeatus (BLOCH).

"

"
"

Thus:

Amphiprion percula (LACEP.) inhabits anemane 1 and 4.

akallopisus BLEEKER " " 4.
polymnus (L.) " " 2 and 3.

epJiippium (BLOCH)" " 5 and, especially when YQung,

'. " 3; ance anemane 2.
Premnas biaculeatus (BLacH) " " 5 anly.

5. As -the ecalagical wants af tile fishes dO' nat whally agree with thase

~f the anemanes, the anemanes may sametimes be found with aut fishes; the
fishes, hawever, never occur with aut their anemane.

6,. (p. 317-322). The preference af the fishes far distinct species afanemanes

seems to' be chiefly based an the size af the anemane, the size af its tentacles
ill1d its ecalagical wants. Under aquarium canditians the fishes cantent them

sdves with' several af the spec:es af anemanes, So' that the assO'ciatian cannat

be based upan the chemica,lpraperties (poisan) af the anemane alane. Premnas,
however, anly accepts anemane 5. - The anemane may be recagnized by the

fishes fram its appearance alane. - One is lead to' the assumptian that the
assaciatian grew fram a general to' a mare specialized ane and that the preference

of the fish far a certain anemane became inherited. It must, at least, be in
stinctively fixed.

7. (p. 322-332). The fishes cannat live with aut their anemanes in nature, as
they are pratected by them against fishes af prey. In general there is nO' mare

than ane cauple af fishes in ane anemane 0'1' graup af anemanes, as the instinct

for maintaining a certain territary is strangly develaped in damselfishes. The
fishes feed an planktan. They alsO" feed an their anemanes. At least three af

the species bring foad to' their anemanes. Faad rej ected by the anemane as well

as the waste matter af the latter may be carried away 0'1' eaten by the fishes.

Especially anemanes in bad canditian are "treated" by the fishes, which rubb
them and wave their pectaral's. - There is a great difference in the behaviaur
of the five species af damselfishes in the above particulars: the clasest associatian

is that between Premnas and anemone 5, Here we are dealing with true symbiasis
in the sense af mutualism.

8. (p. 332-337). In camparing ather cases af symbiasis, especially that
between anemanes and hermit crabs, with the ane under cansideratian, we find
close resemblance in the nature af the symbiasis. The assaciatian withanemanes
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of both damselfisheit and hermit crabs is based on the same "principles". The
closeness of the association differs as much among the different species of hermit
crabs imd their anemones as it differs among the species of damselfishes.

9. (p. 331-348). In Premnas biaculeatus and Amphiprion p~rcula there is an
important sexual difference in size, the female being the larger. Propagation in
Premnas and A. ephippium seems to be restricted to a certain period of the year,
whereas A. percula propagates nearly the ,,,-holeyear round. The eggs (of percula
and ephippium) were in all cases fastened to the aquariumwall (coralrock) in
close neighbourhood of the anemone. One brood consists of about"200-300 eggs.
Whereas the female is the most active one in courtship, the male especially cares
for the brood, which is continually cleaned. - A. percula produced 11 broods in
3~ months, which would perhaps make about 5000 eggs a year. - The eggs off)

percula hatch in 7 days. The lapse of time between two broods ranged from
7-14 days, so that there were never two broods at a time. - 'when the larvae•
of percula are free they rise to the surface and start a planktonic life. This lasts(;

perhaps 12 days maximally and is followed by a seeking of the bottom, where
the young fishes begin their search for anemones. Young fishes found with old

ones together are not their offspring, bt.t may have come from other reefs. Aft~r
these young have reached a certain size, they are driven out by the older animals.
- For description of the young of Premnas biaculeatus, Amphiprion ephi;}pium'
find A. percula see p. 346-348.
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Plate XV Fig. 1.
2.

Specimen of anemone 3, fully expanded.
" " " 1,,, "

..

Note the folds in the

3.

• "

oral disc.
On the foreground a specimen of anemone 5, the columnwall of
which is hidden below a piece of dead corat. On the background
a specimen of anemone 4, expanded.

4. The same specimen of anemone 3 as in fig. i.
5. In the middle of the foreground a colony of the coral Actinotryx.

To its left and right specimens of anemone 1. On the background,
to the right, a specimen of anemone 2, to the left two specimens
of anemone 4. - The specimens of anemone 1 and 2 are not fully
expanded, note the'" many fclds in the oral discs. (
Photographs by BOSCHMA were made January, 1930, by VERWEY

April, 1930.
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VERWEY photo. 3 VERWEY photo. 4

BOSCHMA photo. 5



Plate XVI Fig. 6.

•

•

and 7. Tank 5 of the Onrust Aquarium .• ,
To the left a colony of Heliopo?'a coerulea, from the 'lagoon of
Hoorn, living in the aquarium for about 14 months. To the right
a specimen of anemone 3. Between them, In the middle, Herpe

tolitha. In fig. 7, between H erpetholitha and. anemone 3, a ~olony
of Euphyllia (right) and a young anemone, about one year old (left).
In the foreground from left to right specimer:s of Fungia fun
gites, the fish Scorl:i?1enopsis and the coral Polyphyllia, the last
named with expanded tentacles. They are not wen'visible because
the glass of the tank is not quite clean below, On the background,
to the left, a large, beautiful specimen of anemone 2. The bottom
of the tank is covered with dead coral fragments, overgro\'ln
with algae, especially Padina.
Photographs were made April, 1930. ,
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Appendix: Sexual, individual, local and geographical Variation and
Colour Change with Age in Damselfishes.

Colour descriptions of damselfishes, made from living material, are not
numerous. Yet they are worth being recorded in detail, because the slight dif
ferences in local variation should be described, if we wish to get a chance to
understand their development. Moreover some of the species give us instances
of fishes the young •of which have a different colouring from their parents,
as is the case in not a few others forms inhabiting East-Indian reefs, e.g. species

"of the genera Scolopsis, Diagramma, Therapon, Lutianus, Platax, Pomacentrus

and o~hers. I therefore give a short description of the colour of the five species
of damselfishes inhabiting the Bay of Batavia, at the same time adding some
measurements wbch show that at least two of the species exhibit an important
sexual difference in size. - My study of the literature was not very thorough: Of
the papers cite'd, especially those of MONTALBANand FOWLERand BEAN,giving
full colour descriptions of living animals, are quite valuable. ?o

Among the literature cited one finds a paper by WHITLEYon "Some Fishes of
the Order Amphiprioniformes". It contains an exact summary of original, especially
Australian literature. As it brings us back, however, to the time of GUNTHER,it
deserves special mention here. Whereas I myself (see"below) come to the conclusion
that the whole of the Indo-Australian region possesses 6 or 7 species of damselfishes
only, W"HITLEl:·recognizes no less than 14 for Australia, and probably many more
for "the whole of the Indo-Australian region. Of course, one thinks, WHITLEYmust
be right and I must be wrong~ for his paper is based on a very thorough knowledge
of the older literature and I myself did not even take the trouble to study the
original literature directly bearing on the subject. Nevertheless I venture to criticize
WmTLEY'Spaper. - It is quite possible that WHITLEYis right in his statement that
the name bifasciatus (BLOCH)is preoccupied by unimaculatus M.EUSCHEN;It is a
question of taste to follow FOWLERin placing percula in the separate genus Actinicola.
But the systematist of to-day has no longer the right to describe or recognize a
number of so called good species when these animals do not show quite distinct
differences from the ones already recognized. WHITLEYhimself knows the reefs quite
well and for that reason should have taken the trouble to study variation in living
animals first, in order to understand the range of variation of the animals, the
type specimens of which he wished to study: For the systematist of to-day "has
learned that consistency alone is the reai test of the systematic worth of a character"
(HUBBS). My rem"arks may hold good for a number of other systematists; few of
them, however, have the opportunity WHITLEYhas, to go out to coral reefs, to seek
the living anim"als himself. Some instances may follow.

Arnphiprion papuensis MACLEAY188'3, according to WHITLEY,is a good species,
recognizable from "several others from the Pacific region" by the coloration of
the fins, the width of the bands, the concave caudal margin and the scale counts.
If one knows the very large variability in colour, width of bands and form of
caudal in Amphiprion polymnus, however, one. wonders how anyone dares recognize
such a species. The only difference in fin colour between papuensis and polymnus
wouldbe that the soft d)rsal is whitish instead of dark. Tail form and width of
bands are quite variable in polymnus. And the number of scales does not differ
from that of polymnus at all.
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Amphiprion mccullochi is described as new. "In Amphiprion melanop'US BLEEKER,
with which mccullochi has been cQnfused, the dQrsal is yellQwish, nQt black. and
the 'Opercular band extends tQ the tQP 'Of the nape". Such a character, cQnsisting of
small cQlour differences, is, hQwever, 'Of nQ value. MoreQver M;ONTALBANin 1927

already united melanopu;, macro stoma, epphippiwrn and pOlYlepis with frenatus
BREVOORT, and FOWLER 1928 remarked: "Our materials shQW variatiQns cor
responding very W€!n with Prochilus mac?'ostoma, Prochilus polylepis, and Prochilus
melano]YUS 'Of BLEEKER'S Atlas. Besides these we have 'Other quite variable cQnditions
'Of cQlQur". Why dQes W~lTLEY neglect such remarks? •

Actinicola bicolO?' (CASTELNAU): "Very clQsely allied tQ Act\nicola pereu,la
(LAdPEDE), but with eleven dQrsal spines and the face, ventrals arid areas between

the crQss-bands unifQrmly dark". BLEEKER, hQwever, already cQnsidered bicolor a
synQnym fQr percula and remarked fQr the latter: "D11/15 vel 11/16." MONTALBAN
says about percula: "DQrsal XI, 15 'Or 16", FOWLER: "D X 'Or XI, 14 I tQ 17 I".
And as tQ the unifQrmly dark cQlour it may suffice tQ state th'a.'t tWQ of WHITLEY'S
fQur specimens date frQm 1879 and that MONTALBANremarks fQl' pe?'cula: "Color
in a4cQhol ranges frQm light yellowish brQwn~to dark brQwn".

There is nQ dQubt that many names in WHITLEY'S Check-list in. the same way
dQ nQt stand a sQund criticism. FQr Amphiprion melanopus BLEEKER see below. A.
bicinctus RuPP. and milii BORY have fQr a long time been cQnsidered synQnyms
'Of polymnus (L.); trieolo?' GUNTH. has been cQnsidered a synQnym fQr ephippiltm
(BLOCH) by BLEEKER and MONTALBAN.A. melanostQlus and rubroci:nctus RICHARDS<1l-l,
as well as Prernnas gibbosus CASTELNAUin the same way are certainly mere syno
nyms 'Only. I refrain frQni going into further details, but wonder 'Of woot use
this Check-list will be, if many more species are recQgnized on such slight differences
of structure and colour, which fall within the normal variation' 'Of 'Other species.

It is a great pity WHITLEY seems not to have se~n MONTALBAN'SvaluanIe paper .•
Finally be it remarked once more that my annoyance is nQt directed towa!'ds

the thorQughness 'Of the work itself which is perhaps tar greater than that of my
own, but tQwards the method of working which is false. W·hen a systematist can
get an oPPQrtunity· for taking into account the knowledge of living animals, he is
to be blamed when he neglects it.

Premnas biaculeatus (BLOCH).

C 0 Iou l' des c rip t ion and sex u a I d iff ere n c e. Groundcolour
a darker or lighter cherry to brownish red all over the body and fins. The body
is crossed by three transverse pearlwhite band's, which are wider superiorly and

which may be edged narrowly by black. .The first one is convex posteriorly,
crossing over the hind portion of the head and the subopercles; the second
descending from the last dorsal ~pines to the origin of the anal fin; the third
around the caudal peduncle.

The 'males are always much smalJer than the females, their maximal size
being about 110, that of the females 156 mm 1) or somewhat more. There are,
however, couples, in which the female is more than thrice as large as the male;
nevertheless the males in these couples are sexually mature, as is shown by the
pres~nce of ripe sperm. - As a rufe the males are lighter coloured than the
females, they often being cherry red, whereas the fei.Uales are mostly of a

') BLEEKER gives 145 mm as the maximum size for 21 specimens. I measured up
tQ 156 mm and saw large females, which surely reached 160 'Or more.
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dark, sometimes even very clark, nearly black, brownish red. The white bands in ,
the 11}alesare mostly wider than in the females, especially as the latter become
fullgrown.

I n d i vi clu <l, I val' i at ion. As is wellknown tnere is great individual
variation. GitNTHERrecognized four, BLEEKERthree colour vr,rieties, 'VEBEI_des
cribed two more of them. I believe it is of little use to burden literature with their

names, as they are linked up gradually by intermediate types of coloration.

WEBERrightly. remarked: "Die Banderung ist aber so variabel, dass bereits
die wenigen mil' vorliegenden Exemplare die Grenzen del' Varietaten liberschrei
ten unci diese somit liberbrlicken". The chief point of interest is that the
variability concerns chiefly the extent of the white bands, which are mostly very
distinct in males &nd may become quite indistinct or fail in females. Blt.lt
on the other hang there are old females with very large blotches of white and
there arc males with very little white. -- Variation may show itself alse.' in
the fins, which,may be edged with black, but this, I believe, is of rare occurrence

.' in animals from the Bay of Batavia.
L 0 c a I val' i at ion. Local variation sho\vs itself where fishes from the

sO<llthwesterncorner of the Bay, especially from Onrust, are compared with
fishes from more northern islands, in this case the Thousand Islands proper. The
fishes from the neighbourhood of Onrust are nearly all quite dark, most of
the males showing a distinct cherry red, the females a darkbrownish or even
blackish red .•If on the other hand one takes the fishes from Dapur, they are of
a brighter red, the males mostly being of a bright cherry red.

C 0 Iou l' C h a n g e wit hag e. The young of Premnas biaculeatlls are
grey when newly hatched, 3.5 mm long. They first get a white band around the
ncck, which is followed by the second and third band probably from two to three
weeks or more after hatching. The groundcolour of these young fishes soon
becomes of a more or less cherry red, like that of most adult male Premnas
from the Bay.

Amphiprion percula (LAcEJP:EDE).

C 0 Iou l' des c rip t ion an cI sex u a I d iff ere n c e. Fishes from
Ol1l'usthave the upperparts' and flanks orangebrown, darkest above, becoming
lighter, nearly orange, below. The body is crossed by three tranverse pearl white
bands, edged with bl>ack.The first of them crosses the posterior part of the head
and the operdes, the second one connects the posterior dorsal spines Gr (and)
forepart of the soft dorsal with the vent between ventrals and anal, the third
one covers the caudal peduncle. The middle band is angularly pointed in front,
and slightly 'COncavebehind. All fins, except the spinous dorsal and the ventral,
bear a white terminal and a black subterminal band; spinous dorsal and ven"tral
have a black edge only "1though sometimes also a very narrow white edge.

As in Premnas there is a rather important sexual difference in size, the

maximum length for 12 large males and 13 large females (all sexed) being 60 ,I
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and 77 mm respectively. One may find couples in which the female is nearly
twice as large as the male, lfllales of 35-40 mm possessing ripe sperm already.

I n d i v i d u a I v a ria t ion is great. It chiefly concerns the extent of
white and black of the margins of the fins. In many specimefl.s the black fails
altogether, except on the ventrals, in others it may be very conspicuous; in the
same way the white edges may be very wide or quite narrow. There is a slight
variation in the orange ground colour. t

L 0 ca I val' i at ion. Fishes from Dapur are perhaps somewhat l~ss••

brown, more orange, than fishes from Onrust, this difference being small, how-
ever.

C 0 Iou I' C h a n g e wit hag e was studied in detail in this species.t
When newly hatched, young orange damselfishes - then l\leasuring 4 mm -
look grey. After some days they get a reddish pink hue. Aft~T about 12 days
the, get their first white band, the one around the hind portion of the head.
They are about 7 mm long then. Abotlt a week later they have g~t their second
band. They measure 7.5-10 mm then. After about another week the third white •
band makes its appearance; the young then measure about 12.5 mm. These notes
relate to fishes in the Onrust Aquarium; in the sea their growth may be m~'e
rapid.

A mphiprion polymm.s (LINNAEUS). .'
C 0 1 0 u r des c rip t ion a n cl sex u aId iff ere 11c e. The specimens

of polymnus from the Bay of Batavia are generally coloured as follows. Whole
body, with the exception of the white bands and the snout, jetbla,ck, this cololli
sometimes grading to a brownish black or brownish on the under part of the
breast and chin, between the mandibles and the ventral fins. The snout, i.e.
the fore part of the head before the eyes and round the mouth, is coloured about
cinnamonbrown or yellowishbrown. The fish is crossed by three transverse white
bands. The first covers the sides of the head and the foremost half of the

opercles, and extends to the underedge of the preopercles. The second begins
at the base of the last dorsal spines and ventrally meets the other half just
before the anal fins. The third one covers the base of the caudal peduncle. The•
whole dorsal fill (except the superior part of the median white band) ,the base
of the pectorals, the ventrals and the anal fin are black like the body. The
rest of the pectorals and the caudal are yellow, orange yellow or orange. These
fishes from Batavia were originally described by BLEEKER(1863, p. 480) as
Amphiprion xanthurus.

Sexual difference, if it exists, must be very small. I saw several couples,
in which male and female, both large, were of about the same size. BLEEKER

give; 136 mm as the maximum size fo1'38 specimens. I measured up to 122 mm.

I n d i v i d u a I v a I' i a t ion is very important. :BLEEKERalready recog
nized four varieties in the colour of the fins. He does not say whether he was
dealing with local or individual variation, but we may be sure he was dealing

;
(
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with both. Whereas he originally described the black fishes from Batavia as

xanthurus his general colour description, given 22 years later in his List of

the Pomacentrids of the East Indies, reads as follows: "Colore corpore antice

aurantiaco; medio"et postice fusco vel nigricante-fusco'~. He does not refer to

the wholly black xanthurus with a single word there. - If we restrict ourselves .
to fishes of th!;) Bay, a fish agreeing with BLEEKER'S later description is very

rare; as has been stated twice nearly all fishes from the Bay are black.Never

theless such specimens as later described by BLEEKER do occur, as on the reef
of Haarlem, where polymnus is more common than on the other reefs in the

neighbourhood, I caught one specimen (24 III, 1930) which has the forepart
of the head (between and before the eyes), chin and breast, including the

pectorals and ventra~s, posteriorly and ventrally up to the second white band,

beautifully orange; the tail is yellow, the dorsal black, the rest of the body

jetblack with the three bands as in other specimens from the Bay. - As to other
colour varieties SLUITER already remarked: "Ich fand aber Z'l'tweilen Exemplare,

. wobei .die drei silberweissen Querbander mehr gelblich waren, indem auch die
Farbe del' Schwanz-, After- und Bauchflossen zwischen Schwarz und Gelb

val:ierte". I myself once (24 III '3Q, Haarlem) saw a specimen which answered
to the description of polymnus froriJ. the Bay, but the tail of which was,black,

with tht:i exception of a little yellow at the base, directly behind the white band

round the caudal peduncle. And in another specimen (5 III '30, Edam) the third
white band a~ound the caudal peduncle fa'iled altogether. Both these specimens
fornied a couple with normal one~.

L 0 c a I val' i at ion. :J'ishes from Dapur and Klein Kombuis differ some

what from those from the Bay (especially from those of Haarlem). Their snout

is yellow instead of brown. Even fishes from Edam seemed to me to have a
more yellow snout than the ones from Haarlem. This, however, seems to be
the only difference.

Co Iou r c h an g e with age. The youngest speeimens from the Bay

and Thousand Islands I got sight of measured about 12 mrn in length. They

already had developed the black eolour and the three white bands, but differ
markedly from adults in that they show mueh more white and yellow. Two

young from Enkhuizen, 28 III '30: ~nout, spinous dorsal, pectorals, ventrals,
anal and caudal are for their greatest part of a very pure yellow. The second

\"hite band extends over the anterior and upper margin of the soft dorsal, and

the third band around the caudal pedunele extends along the upper edge of the

caudal and fringes the yellow tail. 'A young from Dapur, 6 III '30: Snoilt"tail,
and the distal part of all fins all of the same pure yellow, white second band

continuing on soft dorsal.

When these small young grow older, t,hey lose part of their yellow&nd
white, whereas the black extends more and more. First the yellow disappears

on dorsal, anal and ventr..1ls, then the white also disappears. A young of 45 mm

has the tips of the fins still yellow, the rest of the fins (I refer to soft dorsal,
anal and ventral, as pectorals and caudal remain yellow) jet-black already.

,,
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It takes a longer time before the white colour of the second band retires from
the edge of the soft dorsal. This takes place when the fishes reach a S'izeof about
9 em, as was proved by a specimen growing up in the public aquarium at
Batavia. A specimen of'about 78 mm dill shows the white on the soft dorsal. At
the same time the tail, which ,is rounded in young specimens, becomes truncated
and finally furcated .

. I treat this change from young to old so much in detail because I believe•
that BLEEKER'SAmphiprion sebae refers to the young of A. polymnus and is pot•
a distinct species. The only places from \vhere this species was known to BLEEKER
were Nias, Lampong, Siboga (Sumatra) and Batavia. ,Vhereas it may appear
already some\vhat improbable that BLEEKERgot specimens of a real sebae from
'Batavia, where the reefs have been studied so thoroughly now without- sebae

having been found, BLEEKERgives no characteristics on whirt.. this species is to
be-based. According to BLEEKER'Sdescription sebae and polymnus differ in the
following characteristics .•.

last spines about as long as median
ones; soft dorsal not much" longer
than spinous.

dorsalfin

sebae.

notched, last spines much shorter
than median ones;
figure shows the soft dorsal
longer than the spinous; DAY

says: soft dorsal longer than I •
spinous.

1Jolymnus.

..

caudal

scales

truncated I forked, with pointed angles.

about 55 rows above, 45 below the I 50 and 45 rows resp.
lateral line.

colour two white bands, the second ex
tending on the soft dorsal;
anterior part of the body not
orange .

three white bands, the second not
on the soft dorsal;
anterior part of the body orange
and other colour differences.

,
«

..

BLEEKERgives as maximum size for sebae 110, for polymnus 136 mm.
All these characteristics are applicable to young polymnus. The dorsal fin

is more notched in young than in old polymnus and especially the soft dorsal
(as well as the anal) in young animals is much higher than the spinous one.
We find the same in other fishes, an extreme case of this kind is to be found
in the species of the genus Platax. - The young of polymmGs have the caudal
truncated, not forked. - According to BLEEKERsebae has about 55 rows of
scales above the lateral line instead of 50 (as in polymnus); but I possess a
specimen of Amphiprion which agrees wholly with aJ.,EEKER'Sdescription of
sebae and which has 50 rows only. Moreover BLEEKERsays that his sebae is
extremely closely related to bifasciatus) but the latter has also 50 rows only.
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And in the figure he gives of sebae (Atl. Ichth., Tab. 400, fig. 9) there are to
be counted about 50 rows and not 55. - As to the colour I already remarked
that I saw a typical polymnus without the third band and that polymnus in
the Bay rarely s~ows the anterior part of the body orange. As to the further
colour difference, the collection of our laboratory possesses some specimens of
Amphiprion, which agree with the one figured by BLEEKERas sebae; but I should
hesitate to refer them to another species than polymnus as I should not know on
what to base tlie illentification.

, BLEEKERgot his sebae among others from Batavia where polymnus is
coloured differently- from polymnus from other places. He says that it is also
known from the Andamans. This surely refers to DAY'Sstatement in this "Fishes
of Inl1ia". DAY says he captured two specimens of equal size, and it follows from
the picture these were about 95 mm, so that, being not yet fullgrown, they may
have had the characteristics of young animals.

N.B. FOWLER,in The Fishes of Oceania, mentions bicinctus Rupp.- as
distinct from polymnus, but in describing the Albatross-material FOWLERand
BEANmention it as a synonym of polymnus.

Amphiprion ephippium (BLOCH) .•••

C 0 Iou l' des c l' i p t ion and sex u aId iff ere n c e, Most fishes

from Onrust have the whole body brownorangered, darkest on the flanks,
li?;J,\teston tbe head. All fins oran,gered. Anterior margin of ventrals black. There
occur also specimens, however, which are coloured much lighter.

I could not find any sexual difference, there being many couples in which
both fishes are of the same size. BLEEKERgives 120 mm as the maximum size
for 14 specimens, I measured up to 116.

In d i v i d u a 1 val' i at ion is small, consisting in darker or lighter
groundcolour and extent of the black.

L 0 c a 1 val' i at ion. Fishes from Dapur and Klein Kombuis as a whole

are more beautiful than those from Onrust. Most fishes from Dapur are of
a nearly uniform orangered (brownish on head and forepart of back) whereas
the flanks beal; in their posterior half a distinctly circumscribed black patch,
which contrasts quite strongly with- the orangered body. At Edam there are
fishesquite as bright as those from Dapur, but there are others, which look more
like dark fishes from Onrust, though the majority may be brighter than at
Onrust.

G e 0 g l' a phi c a 1 v a ria t ion. As will follow from particulars given
belowyoung ephippium, up to about two months after hatching, bear a narrow
white band around the posterior part of the head. In fishes from the Bay or the
Thousand Islands this band never rema;ins after the fishes have matured.

BLEEKERin his paper on the Pomacentrids rightly treated these animals (frenatus
DAY 01' tricolor GUN'l'R.,according to BLEEKER- see below - not frenatus
BREVOOR'l'!) as young of ephippium, his largest specimen measuring 86 mm.
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DAY wrote "Although I have placed this fish as distinct from A. ephippium,

it seems not unlikely that it is merely a variety. Among the fishes I took at the
Andamans were several of the young having the white ocular band, whilst all
the adults were without, it, being A. ephippium. Since then I.have seen several
adults with the light band, but I am not sure whether such may not be the
livery of the immature retained in the adult stage". This may have led BLEEKER
to -his above quoted statement, as on the plate in Atl. Ichthyol. the fish still
bears the name frenatus, whereas in his paper he called iteephippium. Now it
is interesting to learn Jrom FOWLERand BEANand from MONTALIfAN'Spaper tbat
all the examples of this fish they examined from the Philippines bear the pearl
white transverse band on each side of the head. This leads them to place this

species as distinct from Amphiprion ephippiurn. We are ~ealing with f! quite
interesting fact here. For, taking into account the colour of young ephippium and.-

the variability of DAY'Smaterial, we may perhaps assume that FOWLER& BEAN
and MONTALBANare dealing with true ephippium, a species whi~ would fail in
the Philippines if there existed a real A. frenatus. We would have the remarkable
fact then that ephippium in Batavia does not, in the Andamans does sometimes,
and in the Philippines does always rlitain characteristics of its youth; the sa.r;Ilc
would hold for the fishe.s described by BLEEKERunder the names polylepis,
macrostoma and melanopus, see below.•

Co Iou l' chit n g e wit hag e. The young of Amphiprion ephi"ppium,

when newly hatched, look grey, just as young A. percula. They ar~, of the same
size as the latter (4 mm) and longer than newly hatched Premnas. After btlme
time these young acquire a white band behind the ,head, whereas their ground
colour becomes greyishred (in a young of 6 mm, which still swims near the
surface, the white band 'is still absent). It takes some time before a second
white spot appears on the back, just behind the middle. This spot does not
remain very long; it disappears after perhaps two weeks. The white band
behind the head remains much longer; in forward young it disappears about two
months after hatching, but very gradually, first_ becoming broken here ancl
there, and finally disappearing ltltogether. A young of the lIaarlem reef, March
1st, 1930, which shows the last remains of it, measures 55 mm. In backward
young the band may remain much longer. - Before the white band disappears,
the black colour on the back may have 'made its appearance.

N.B. 'WEBERtreated A. macrostoma as a synonym of melanopus. FOWLER,
in the Fishes of Oceania, mentions polylepis and melanopus as distinct. But Fow
LERand BEANremark on polylepis: "Our materials show variations corresponding
very well with P1'ochilus macrostoma, Prochilus polylepis and Prochilus melano

pus of BLEEKER'SAtlas." MONTALBANtreats polylepis, macrostoma and melanopus

BLEEKERas synonyms of fnmatus BREVOORT.If I am right in my assumption that
f1'enatus is only an ephippium in whtch the band of tl~e young remained during
life then polylepis, macrostoma,. mdanopus and frenatus disappear all. The" .. '

question of synonymy is made still more comple~ by BLEEKER'Sstatement that

trenatus DAY is a youngephippiulll, whereas the original frenatus BREvooiT

,I
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possibly is a good species. MONTALBAN,however, puts .them as synonyms and
leagerly follow him in this, as according to BLEEKERthe drawing ofBREvooRT
is too bad to support such a view.

Amphiprion akallopisus BLEEKER.

Co Iou r des c rip t ion and sex u a I di f fer e n c e. Body brown
pinkish, but undersurface, including pectorals, ventral and anal, yellow. A
median dorsa'! str~pe from nostrils to base of caudal purely white, narrow on the
head, broad b.'longthe back. Dorsal fin and tail greyish white.

BLEEKERgi"es 95 mm as the maximal size for 8 specimens. I measured 6
matme specimens, the largest of which was 73 mm. But I did not succeed in
catclling large indi;riduals.

In so far as 1 can judge from observations on the reef male and female
reach about the' same maximal size or differ very little, though generallv the

male may be ,o\'Jomewhatsmaller than the female. There are couples, howevv~~,in
which one sex is much the smaller.

In d i v i d u a I val' i a t ion. This species, though very common at Dapur,

i~rather rare in the Bay of Batavia, where I found it at Schiedam, Haarlem
and Edam. The reason for this probably is that it needs cleat water. I therefore
do not know whether it inclines to local variation or not. I do not believe there
is a difference in the colour of specimens from Haarlem and Dapur.

C 0 Iou rc h a n g e wit hag e. I do not know the very small young of
th~sspecies. Specimens d Arnphiprion, agreeing with akallopisus, but bearing a
nucho-subopercular band, have been described by BLEEKERas perideraion and 1'0

senbergii. BLEEKERhimself remarks on roscnberg1:i that it may be a young peri
deraion. From the description of the latter follows, however, that it should not
be impossible that perideraion is nothing but a young akallopisus. We would have
the same problem as mentioned under A. ephippiurn: there would be places where
the matme animals retain characteristics of their youth. This question will be
solved as soon as the small young of akallopisus have neen found. If really
rosenbergii, perideraion and akallopisus represent one species, we must call the
latter perideraion.

Genenl conclusions.

The above quoted observations lead us to the following points of somewhat
more general interest.
1. Two of the five species of damselfishes from the Bay of Batavia, Premnas

biaculeatus and .;1mphiprion percula, show an important sexual difference
in size, the male being much smaller than the female. In Premnas moreover
the males are generally colomed lighter than the large females. - The other
three species treated probably show no or very little difference in the two
sexes.

'0

2. There is great indIvidual variation in Premnasbiaculeatus and Amphiprion

'. percll,za and polymnus.

,
(
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. 3. Fishes from the Bay of Batavia, especially its southwestern corner (Onrust)
are darker coloured than fishes from more northern :islands, especially the
Thousand Islands proper. Even at the reef of Edam this inclination for
brighter coloration js recognizable already. This local di~ference in colour
is distinct in Premnas and A.mphiprion polymntlS and ephippium.

There are three possibilities as to the value of such small colour differences,
The first is that they represent mere colour changes, as, for instance, the,
colour assumed by flounders on a given background. The second is that
they repre~ent phaenotypical differences between different !>opulations ·of
a given species, as, for instance, the local varieties of molluscs in waters of
differe11t salinities. The third possibility is that these differences are ge

notypic .•
The first possibility can probably be excluded. One could imagine that the..
silt quantity of the water worked as background and that near Onrust,
where the silt quantity can be so large, the fishes for that .reason darken
during periods of much silt and become lighter again when the ,vater
clears up. Such a colour change, however, should be visible to the eye.
Moreover, damselfishes do not beftmg to those species, which exhil¥t
rapid colour changes, such a,splaya role in Epinephelus, Pseudoscarus, Pen

tapus, Scolopsis, Teuthis and others (see the fine plates in TowxsEND's
paper 1). For that reason I believe the first possibility can be dismissed of. 
The second possibility is certainly much more probable. Locl\J variations
of a phaenotypical nature are wellknown 'in many animal groups. Nev'cr
theless we can never be sure that local variation~ like the ones under discus
sion are not of genetic origin and for that reason the third possibility
remains open. It would be interesting to show experimentally with what pro
cess we are de'aling here; compare the studies and experiments on Coregonus,
ancl especially those on Zoarces, Lebistesand Sa,lmo by SCHMIDT.

I first thought I had found in damselfishes, besides a local variation. a
distind geographical variation too. If we compare the measurements of damsel
fishes from the Philippines given by MONTALBANwith those of damselfishes
from the Bay of Batavia, we find rather large and constant differences,
MONTALBAN'Sanimals being much sm'all~r. Such a geographical variation in
fishes is not impossible. It is true that generally spoken geographical variation
occurs especially in land animals: mammals, birds, insects, reptiles; here the
wellknown geographical races 01' subspecies occur which range over more or less
extensive areas. But HEINCKE,HUBBS,PETROV,SCHMIDTand others have pointed
out several cases of increase in size or in number of parts in colder waters and
decrease in warmer waters (Clupea, Sardinia, Leptocott.Js, Notirnegonus, Albul'

nus, Gadus and others). I therefore thought that all Philippine damselfishes
would be smaller than those from Java and that we might be dealing with geo
graphic aU differences here. To my c;mrprise, however, I found that FOWLERand
BEAN,measuring a smaller material, reach much higher maxima for the size of
their damselfishes. I conclude from this that the small 'fishes of MONTALBANre
present at its most merely a local variety.
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5. C 0 Iou I' C h an g e wit hag e (I refer to fishes. which have passed the'

first few weeks of their life) plays a part in A'mphiprion polymnus, A.- ephip

pium and possibly also in A. akallopis'ns. In Amphiprion ephippium the

young get tIle first and an indication of the second white band of other dam
selfishes, which in ephippium frOIT!the Bay of Batavia both disappear again

afte.r some time. It is quite pos"ible that the same is the case with A. alcal

·lopisus.

6. A revie~' of the species of damselfishes in BLEEKER'S List of the Pom~cen
trids frolT! the East-Indian Archipelago probably looks as follows now:

Premnas biaculeatus (BLOCH) Premnas biaculeatus (BLOCH).

A mphiprion percula (LACEiP:EDE) Amphipri~n percltla (LACEPEDE).

'A.. ephippium (BLOCH) \macrosto?na (BLEEKER) (

melanop~s (B~EE~(ER) ( A. ephippium (BLOCH). 1) "polylerns (BLEEKER) jfj'enatus BREVOORT .I

A. polymnus (LINNAEUS) } A l .;0. (I )
. po ymnus .JINNAEUS.sebae BLEEKER .

A.. alcallopisus BLEEKER j .bl

'd . B pOSSI Y
> pen eraton LEEKER .........•.............. A .. 1 . B I" .. pen( eraton LEEKERon y.

rosenbergn BLEEKER .. : .: .
A. bijal$ciatus (BLOCH) A. bifasciatus (BLOCH).

• If I am right in my assumptions there are in the Malay Archipelago 6

species of damselfishr;s only, 5 of which occur in the Bay of Batavia.

Amphiprion bifasciatus was not yet found here.
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